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DAY 3 – 01 JULY 2015 

 

  [9.33 am] 

 

SJH:   Good morning.  Yes, Ms Sinclair? 5 

 

MS SINCLAIR:   Sir, I just want to canvas intentions for today, and I 

apologise that a written application has not been filed before this 

morning but with your leave counsel would like to withdraw the 

application to cross-examine Mr Phillips this morning. 10 

 

SJH:   That is fine, thank you. 

 

MS SINCLAIR:   Thank you. 

 15 

SJH:   Just if I can indicate before we have Mr Phillips sworn or affirmed, I 

have got to go and have some stitches taken out so we will adjourn at 

10.20 and we will start back as soon as the surgeon gets around to me.  

He said he will be on time but his time might be different from mine.  

Thank you. 20 
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<JEREMY GOODSON PHILLIPS, affirmed [9.34 am] 
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<EXAMINATION BY MS MARKS [9.34 am] 

 

MS MARKS:   Do you confirm your full name is Jeremy Goodson Phillips? 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   That is correct. 5 

 

MS MARKS:   That you hold the position of Senior Planner and Director at 

Novo Group? 

 

  [9.35 am] 10 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   Yes. 

 

MS MARKS:   That you have prepared a statement of evidence dated 10 June 

2015? 15 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   Correct. 

 

MS MARKS:   Do you have any corrections to make to that? 

 20 

MR PHILLIPS:   No, I don’t. 

 

MS MARKS:   Can you confirm that your statement is true and correct to the 

best of your ability? 

 25 

MR PHILLIPS:   I can. 

 

MS MARKS:   Before you give your summary I understand you wish to 

produce a document which shows your comments on the most recent 

mediation version of the rules? 30 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   That is correct.  If I can explain very briefly it is effectively 

an update to my attachment 1 so it identifies, by way of track change 

and brief comments or references to my evidence, the matters that I still 

believe are outstanding in terms of the revised provisions that were 35 

attached to the joint memorandum. 

 

SJH:   Okay, well, you are going to produce that as exhibit 2, thank you. 

 

EXHIBIT #2 – OBJECTIVES AND POLICIES – TRANSPORTS – 40 

REDLINE VERSION 

 

MS MARKS:   Just provide a brief summary and answer any questions. 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   Certainly. Noting the rebuttal evidence and subsequent 45 

caucusing of the planners, a number of the concerns that were 
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addressed in my evidence have now been resolved.  Specifically and 

with reference to my executive summary in paragraph 2.1 of my 

evidence, that is page 3, I consider the revised provisions that were 

attached to the joint memorandum of 26 June address my concerns 

under matters (a) and (b) in paragraph 2.1 of my evidence.  And that 5 

was where it concerned providing a policy distinction between 

permitted and non-permitted or unanticipated high trip generating 

activities and managing or avoiding their significant transport effects 

respectively.   

 10 

 Matter (c) where I sought policy recognition of established or 

consented activities to ensure the focus of assessment is on their 

additional effects and (d) a number of minor policy amendments. 

 

 However, I have remaining concerns in terms of item (e) in my 15 

executive summary and that concerns the determination of car parking 

requirements through the resource consent process rather than through 

the use of a minimum parking standard.  My key points on this matter 

are, firstly, that the only adverse effect of oversupplied car parking that 

has been quantified as far as I am aware is that done by Mr Nunns in 20 

terms of the economic cost to providers of oversupplied parking.  In my 

evidence I note that for this reason developers will self-regulate by 

providing the most appropriate and efficient supply of car parking 

having regard to their needs and the costs of meeting these needs.   

 25 

 Secondly, in terms of undersupplied car parking, I consider parking 

minimums like the status quo are a simple and generally, though not 

universally, effective method. The addition of parking reduction factors 

provides further flexibility and reduces consenting requirements.  

Policy 4, an assessment criteria otherwise provides scope and clear 30 

direction for further reduction of car parking through the consenting 

process.   

 

 Thirdly, for high trip generators a resource consent is required so, in 

my view, there is no cost or time advantage or disadvantage between 35 

assessing parking under a minimum parking rule or under the high trip 

generator rule. 

 

 Fourthly, car parking can form part of an ITA where an ITA is required 

and parking is a relevant consideration, and that is in the same way that 40 

any other transport rule non-compliance might also be addressed in an 

ITA, and Mr Fuller conveyed the same sentiment yesterday. 

 

 Fifthly, determining car parking numbers by way of the resource 

consent process creates significant uncertainty from a practical 45 

perspective and, in my view, may be unworkable in a number of ways 
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and my evidence includes a number of real world examples where car 

parking is a critical component of development planning and a clear 

bottom line is required as a basis for decision making where this need 

not and should not, in my view, require Council input. 

 5 

 I also have remaining concerns in terms of item (f) in my executive 

summary concerning the high trip generator rule as it is applied to 

permitted or in zone activities and having regard to the content of 

policy 2.  My key points on this matter are, firstly, a non-notification 

clause would be particularly effective in providing greater certainty, 10 

efficiency and expediency for applications under this rule.   

 

 By way of example and in my experience, the notification issue 

described in paragraph 3.5 of the joint memorandum has been a 

recurrent problem for Key Activity Centre expansions over the past 15 

10 years where development that is contemplated to occur is faced with 

public notification on the grounds of road network constraints that 

prevail at the notification decision stage despite widespread 

acknowledgement that the substantive assessment of an application 

would allow for counterbalancing policy considerations. 20 

 

 In the absence of a non-notification clause the same risk exists with the 

high trip generator rule in the proposed plan and, as Mr Chrystal’s 

evidence notes, this would then perversely put in zone and out of zone 

activities on a level footing or worse insofar as the procedural risks, 25 

costs and timeframes go despite this being contrary to the tone of 

policy 2. 

 

  [9.40 am] 

 30 

 Secondly, and in a similar vein the scope or extent of network effects 

assessment has been and will continue to be an issue for large in-zone 

developments that occur in a congested roading environment.  Whilst 

the non-notification clause I have just mentioned would help, providing 

greater direction that the wider road network is not a problem for in-35 

zone activities to fix would be appropriate in my view and 

Mr Metherell’s evidence elaborates on this matter. 

 

 Thirdly, controlled activity status for low volume permitted high trip 

generators is appropriate in my view, essentially because the rule has 40 

effectively operated in this way since it was introduced in the operative 

plan and these lower volume activities present little risk to the road 

network as addressed in Mr Edwards’ evidence.   

 

 Fourthly, the assessment of amenity effects under the high trip 45 

generator rule was not a matter I addressed in my evidence.  However, 
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in response to the expert planner caucusing my view is that it is not 

necessary or appropriate to include an assessment matter on this topic.  

Firstly, for out of zone activities they will typically require consent as a 

fully discretionary activity or non-complying activity which would 

enable consideration of any effects.   5 

 

 Secondly, in-zone activities will result in patterns of traffic with road 

network amenity effects that are generally consistent with and 

predetermined by the zoning, the surrounding road hierarchy and the 

management of roads within this hierarchy.   10 

 

 Thirdly, other district and regional rules manage onsite transport related 

amenity effects such as noise and glare, and road controlling authorities 

have the power to manage the road network with speed and parking 

controls or design responses as they see fit.   15 

 

 And, fourthly, including amenity within an ITA creates a practical issue 

of who actually prepares an ITA noting it would otherwise be the role 

of a traffic engineer and Ms Limmer’s questions yesterday about 

acoustic experts, for example, being involved in an ITA is an example 20 

of that. 

 

 I also wish to comment briefly in response to some matters that were 

discussed with other witnesses yesterday. Firstly, regarding the regional 

policy statement policy direction and in response to Dr Mitchell’s 25 

questions to other witnesses about the carrot and stick approach to 

reducing dependency on private motor vehicles.  My view is that 

objective 6.2.4 in the RPS is concerned with the planning of transport 

infrastructure, having regard to settlement and movement patterns, and 

accordingly I see this as having a macro or a city-wide infrastructure 30 

focus rather than supporting the specific regulatory stick for controlling 

oversupplied parking. 

 

 And the related policy 6.3.4 is also concerned with the efficiency and 

effectiveness of the transport network and to the extent that it is 35 

concerned with modal choice or shift.  Clause 2 in this policy seeks 

patterns of development that optimise use of the existing network 

capacity and ensuring that where possible, new building projects 

support increased uptake of active and public transport and provide 

opportunities for modal choice. 40 

 

 So, in my view, the zoning pattern, ie centres and corridors, delivers the 

patterns of development that were sought by the policy and things like 

cycle parking initiatives and parking reduction factors support “an 

increased uptake” or provide opportunities for alternative transport 45 

modes, and they are carrots consistent with the language in this policy. 
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 Conversely the regulatory stick of a rule which constrains parking 

oversupply goes further than providing support or opportunities as 

envisaged by the policy.  I also think the “where possible” qualifier 

within that policy warrants attention given the significant practical 5 

issues with actually regulating oversupplied car parking and that fact 

that for the life of this plan car based travel will be the predominant 

mode of vehicle (INDISTINCT 3.49)  

 

 On the topic of induced demand and the question of whether 10 

oversupplied car parking results in induced demand, I note Ms Head’s 

view was that the impacts of this would be minor.  From my experience 

or observation of commercial centres in Christchurch I would agree.  

Riccarton, which I am very experienced with, on the one hand has 

historically provided an oversupply of car parking relative to minimum 15 

parking requirements on the basis of its intensity of trade and as a 

means of future proofing for consistent customer growth.  On the other 

hand, surplus car parking supplies at Eastgate or New Brighton have 

not, as far as I am aware, induced demand. 

 20 

 I also remain of the view that other than the costs to applicants cited by 

Mr Nunns, there is no clear evidence regarding the adverse effects of 

oversupplied car parking including evidence of significant induced 

demand.   

 25 

 Secondly, in the event that there was evidential support for constraining 

car parking supplies then in my view maximum parking limits would 

be a more appropriate method given the certainty that they would 

provide. 

 30 

 Thirdly, oversupplied car parking is typically provided for a good 

reason, noting the real or opportunity costs to applicants of doing so.  

And these reasons can, for example, include customer demands for 

convenience, and we see that with offices in the central city where blue 

chip tenants require car parks and they demand them, they are not 35 

required to be provided but applicants choose to provide them anyway 

at significant cost.  Or, for example, large format or trade retail 

activities where customers tend to drive 

 

  [9.45 am\ 40 

 

 Secondly, the attractiveness of an activity, and Mr Fuller referred to the 

example of fast food activities having quite different and higher 

parking demands than typical food and beverage requirements, or again 

the example of Riccarton versus Brighton as commercial activities. 45 
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 Thirdly, there can be a lack of alternative options for parking or 

transport, for example there could be on-street parking restrictions 

which mean peak parking demands have to be accommodated onsite 

because there isn’t the ability to rely on occasional overspill onto the 

road or there may be no nearby public transport or cycle facilities. 5 

 

 And, fourthly, future proofing or as a holding position, so I mentioned 

customer growth at Riccarton or another example might be as an 

interim land use where providing car parking serves for the short term 

whilst longer term plans are resolved.  I am happy to answer any 10 

questions. 

 

SJH:   Thank you.  Ms McIndoe? 

 

<CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MS McINDOE [9.46 am] 15 

 

MS McINDOE:   Thank you, sir.  I am afraid while trying to look through your 

exhibit I have then also tried to listen to you so bear with me if I - - - 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   Sure. 20 

 

MS McINDOE:   - - -am not quite as prepared as I might have otherwise have 

been. 

 

 Thank you for providing the exhibit by the way because that was going 25 

to be one of my questions.  It wasn’t clear to me yesterday the extent to 

which some of the witnesses who had input into the attachment to your 

rebuttal evidence were seeking to support those provisions or agreed to 

the ones attached to the 26 June memorandum, so thank you for 

providing this. 30 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   Sure. 

 

MS McINDOE:   Right, perhaps just to pick up on one of the things which you 

have just been speaking about which was the oversupply of parking and 35 

I think you used the words that you didn’t support a rule which 

constrains parking oversupply.  You would accept though, wouldn’t 

you, that if we look at policy 2G, that policy discourages both an 

undersupply and an oversupply, doesn’t it? 

 40 

MR PHILLIPS:   It does and my firm view is that the oversupply component of 

that policy should be deleted. 

 

MS McINDOE:   But that policy wouldn’t in fact lead to a rule which 

discourages parking oversupply, it is a balanced policy, isn’t it? 45 
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MR PHILLIPS:   It is but I think the problem that I see with that policy is that 

by discouraging an undersupply and an oversupply it is effectively 

seeking an on the money supply and I see that in the same way that I 

see difficulties with having a rule and an ITA process that tries to 

achieve that.  Having that policy direction could create difficulties as 5 

well. 

 

MS McINDOE:   You don’t think the policy should try and direct developers to 

provide what is needed? 

 10 

MR PHILLIPS:   No, I don’t and I don’t think there is evidence again to 

support it.  I think the only effect that I have seen in evidence is the 

cost to those that wish to provide it.  As I have said I think there is good 

reasons for applicants to choose to incur that cost and provide extra car 

parking so I don’t think there is the justification for that additional 15 

direction within the policy. 

 

MS McINDOE:   And you mentioned four reasons that you could think of 

which would be reasons to support an oversupply or what might be 

thought of as an oversupply of parking.  And if we look at the rules as 20 

the Council is proposing them, which I have to say is better reflected in 

the 26 June memorandum, because I actually think that the provisions 

which have appended to this exhibit, they are not a direct – I will take 

you through those, I will explain my concern.  

 25 

 So if you can have in front of you your exhibit and the 26 June 

memorandum and if you can turn to the assessment matters at the end. 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   For the high trip generator rule? 

 30 

MS McINDOE:   Yes, that is right. 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   Sure. 

 

MS McINDOE:   So in your exhibit it is page 24 and it is also page 24 of the 35 

26 June memorandum. 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   Sure, yes. 

 

MS McINDOE:   And what I am suggesting is that you haven’t taken these 40 

provisions and simply tracked in your amendments, have you? 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   I have taken the provisions that were attached to the 26 June 

memorandum and then by way of blue text inserted changes that I think 

are necessary.  I think the parking one that you are referring to in terms 45 

of assessment matter 4. 
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MS McINDOE:   The parking one has simply been struck out but my concern 

relates to assessment matter 2. 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   Sure, yes. 5 

 

MS McINDOE:   Where there are words both inserted and struck out which 

don’t exist in the 26 June version.  So, for example, the words 

“including noise, glare, vibration” et cetera, and I’m concerned you 

might have used an earlier version of the document. 10 

 

  [9.50 am] 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   Yes, I can see, yes, it’s a good point, yes, I hadn’t picked up 

on that.  I’m not sure where that change has come from but the intent 15 

with that one in particular I think was to strike out that provision as it 

relates to amenity but, yes, I would concede that there’s an issue there 

in terms of why that’s picked up (INDISTINCT 0.48) - - - 

 

MS MCINDOE:   We’ve got a reasonably long break this morning. 20 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   Yes, I could check with - - - 

 

MS MCINDOE:   Well, Sir John, sorry the Panel Chair attends to various 

things so perhaps you could check that. 25 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   Yes, certainly. 

 

MS MCINDOE:   Okay, if I look at the assessment matter 4 relating to parking.  

That assessment matter would enable the Council to take into account 30 

the four reasons which you’ve suggested would be good reasons for an 

oversupply, wouldn’t it? 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   I think just putting that into context the reason I’ve suggested 

the deletion of that is on the basis that if, as I see it, the minimum 35 

parking rule applies and parking is determined under that rule, then 

there’s a comprehensive set of assessment criteria specifically for 

where that minimum’s not achieved.   

 

MS MCINDOE:  But if this assessment criteria matter did remain then it would 40 

allow the consideration of the matters which you’ve suggested would 

be good reasons for a greater supply of parking, wouldn’t it? 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   Yes, I would agree that it would allow for that consideration, 

yes. 45 
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MS MCINDOE:   Right.  Back to my other questions.  I’m thinking about 

Christchurch generally and this replacement plan and its purpose and 

what we’re trying to achieve through the development of it.  You 

would agree that since the earthquakes there has certainly been a lot of 

change in Christchurch and that’s impacted on the traffic flows within 5 

Christchurch? 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   Yes, I’d agree with that. 

 

MS MCINDOE:   And that’s as a result of businesses sort of moving locations 10 

and to land that’s stable or where there’s buildings which might be 

available to house them until the recovery is complete. 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   Yes, among other reasons, yes. 

 15 

MS MCINDOE:   And it’s not just businesses is it, it’s also people’s homes and 

even schools and things have been reorganised as a result of the 

earthquakes. 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   Yes. 20 

 

MS MCINDOE:   And those changes are going to continue for at least some 

years and until the recovery is complete, isn’t it? 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   I would imagine so, yes. 25 

 

MS MCINDOE:   So when you’re assessing the effects of an activity on the 

environment it would be remiss simply to look at the environment as it 

is now, wouldn’t it? 

 30 

MR PHILLIPS:   Yes, I would accept that, yes. 

 

MS MCINDOE:   In fact it’s almost a certainty that the world in five years is 

going to be different to what it is now in Christchurch. 

 35 

MR PHILLIPS:   Yes, yes. 

 

MS MCINDOE:   And one of the purposes of the Land Use Recovery Plan and 

this for Christchurch Replacement Plan is to ensure that as those 

changes occur it happens in an integrated and coordinated way.  Would 40 

you accept that? 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   Yes, I’d accept that. 

 

MS MCINDOE:   So as Christchurch recovers we shouldn’t just be looking at 45 

what’s happening now or even what bulldozers are underway 
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constructing things now, we should be looking also towards what is 

planned and likely to occur in the city. 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   To the extent that that can be done, yes, and I think again I 

don’t have any issue with looking forward at what’s planned and 5 

what’s coming, I think the issue is about delivering certainty to those 

that are administering the Plan as to those projects which are in the 

future and are crystal clear as opposed to the ones that might be 

speculative or aspirational but there’s no certainty around it, so I think 

the ‘likely to occur’ qualifier that you mentioned is important in that 10 

context. 

 

MS MCINDOE:  And if in fact an applicant thought that a planned activity was 

unlikely to occur then it could explain that, couldn’t it, in the resource 

consent application, the reasons why it thought that? 15 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   I agree it could do, but I would also note that again it creates 

that uncertainty for those projects that are sort of on the margins so to 

speak where as an applicant you could be faced with a situation of 

saying, “Look we don’t think that’s going to happen” or “there’s not 20 

enough certainty for us that we should be required to assess it”, and on 

the other hand having a decision maker or a Council planner that’s 

processing an application and taking a different view and that leading 

to debate and uncertainty and that could be quite significant for high 

trip generators where that infrastructure or change makes quite a 25 

difference positively or negatively to an application. 

 

MS MCINDOE:   But you’re not suggesting that we should be ignoring 

planned changes in infrastructure are you? 

 30 

  [9.55 am] 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   No, I’m seeking that there’s a recognition to the extent that 

there is consideration of future planned works, the emphasis there is on 

the ones that are reasonably certain and committed. 35 

 

MS MCINDOE:   Would it help if those planned pieces of infrastructure work 

were set out in regional planning documents, so for example in the 

Regional Land Transport Plan, for example? 

 40 

MR PHILLIPS:   That would help, yes. 

 

MS MCINDOE:   Have you seen Ms McLeod’s rebuttal evidence where she 

suggests specifying the documents which these planned infrastructure 

projects would be located, putting those specific words in the Plan? 45 
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MR PHILLIPS:   I did review her rebuttal evidence but to be fair I can’t recall 

the specifics on that at that point. 

 

MS MCINDOE:   Okay.  But you would accept specifying documents if that 

gave greater certainty to developers and Plan users? 5 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   Yes, I think the key, well the key point that I have is having 

sort of a clear, well as clear as you can guidance as to where you do 

and don’t consider things that are going to occur in the future.  The 

word “committed” I think helped in terms of providing more context, it 10 

still requires a case by case assessment.  If there was a reference to 

specific future works within a specific document then that’s going to 

provide certainty so (INDISTINCT 1.25) 

 

MS MCINDOE:   Now I just have one further question about these assessment 15 

criteria and I’m sorry, I stopped you before when you were explaining 

about the car parking and why you’ve struck that out of the version 

which you’ve presented today.  Can you explain that again for me 

please? 

 20 

MR PHILLIPS:   Sure, so in my evidence-in-chief in attachment 1 I think I 

would add comfort with the assessment criteria within the high trip 

generator assessment criteria for situations where a parking non-

compliance existed.  So if you breached the parking standards and you 

didn’t provide the minimum number and you were a high trip generator 25 

rule then you were subject to assessment under that rule.   

 

 On reflection and looking at that assessment matter the concern I have 

is that having one assessment matter in the face of a whole set of 

assessment matters concerned specifically with parking sort of dumbs 30 

the issue down, for want of a better term.  So if you are a high trip 

generator or any other activity and you breach the parking standard and 

you don’t provide enough, then those assessment criteria apply. 

 

 Now that can be considered within an ITA, it’s just a framework for 35 

assessment but I think that’s a preferable and clearer approach than 

having one assessment matter concerning car parking under the high 

trip generator rule.  So for that reason I think it’s simpler and clearer to 

delete that matter entirely and rely on the matters in 7.3.1. 

 40 

 Now there could be a note, for example, under the high trip generator 

rule that says if you’re a high trip generator rule and you’ve breached 

the car parking standard other assessment matters will apply but again I 

don’t think that’s necessary in the same way that if you were to breach 

cycle parking standards or dimensions for a car park that you’d need to 45 

actually point that out within that assessment matter, it just occurs. 
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MS MCINDOE:   Okay, so if you’re a high trip generator and you’re required 

to provide an ITA, you’d accept though that the ITA should consider 

car parking? 

 5 

MR PHILLIPS:   If you don’t provide a compliant amount of car parking, and I 

think again from a practical perspective if a traffic engineer’s preparing 

an ITA and they comply with a supply of parking they’re probably 

going to note it, so I don’t have any great difficulty with a 

(INDISTINCT 3.27) matter that’s addressed in an ITA, the issue I 10 

have is whether that’s the tool for determining how much car parking is 

provided and again I just see an ITA as a report format that contains 

information that’s relevant to the application and - - - 

 

MS MCINDOE:   But if you don’t provide the required amount of parking, 15 

don’t you think that’s something that should also be discussed in the 

ITA? 

 

MR PHILLIPS:  Yes, certainly, so if there’s a minimum parking requirement 

and you don’t meet that then it would make sense to address that within 20 

the ITA and as I say, it would be the same that if you didn’t meet the 

dimensions of a car parking or a loading space you address it - - - 

 

MS MCINDOE:   Yes, but if you do, and if you do provide the required 

amount you think that should be ignored in the ITA? 25 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   No, no, I think as I say, I would expect that an ITA would 

acknowledge the fact that a compliant car parking supply has been 

provided, but it’s not going to be seen to justify that it would be saying, 

you know, car parking requirements are x, that’s been met, moving 30 

onto sort of the next issue. 

 

MS MCINDOE:   Are you familiar with the draft Christchurch ITA guidelines? 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   Yes, well - - - 35 

 

MS MCINDOE:   Do you have a copy with you, I’ll grab my copy. 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   I think it might be (INDISTINCT 4.29) I do, yes. 

 40 

MS MCINDOE:   So these are appended to Mr Falconer’s evidence and I can 

provide you the reference shortly.  The page I’d like to take the Panel 

to is page 212, sir, of Mr Falconer’s evidence-in-chief. 
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  [10.00 am] 

 

MR PHILLPS:   Could you please advise what page that is on the actual ITA 

guide? 

 5 

MS MCINDOE:   Yes, it is page 12 of the actual document.  It says attachment 

E, if that is any assistance.  And if I can take you further down on the 

page where it talks about parking and loading? 

 

 Now, just to provide some context, these are the draft guidelines for a 10 

basic ITA, that is what it states on the page before.  And parking and 

loading, they say that a basic ITA, so this would apply to an “in-zone 

and out of zone high trip generating activity which breaches the lower 

thresholds but not the higher ones.”  You accept that? 

 15 

MR PHILLPS:   Yes. 

 

MS MCINDOE:   Yes.  And the basic ITA should explain how parking will be 

provided onsite, how this compares with the District Plan requirements 

and provide an assessment of the anticipated demand for parking, 20 

including average parking demand for particular activities, as well as 

projected number of private vehicle trips for the development.  Do you 

not think that a basic ITA should provide that information? 

 

MR PHILLPS:   Only if there would be a non-compliance with minimum 25 

parking.  So again, comparing with the status quo, if an application 

didn’t provide the minimum number of car parks that is the sort of 

information I would expect to be provided in a traffic assessment or 

resource consent assessment, justifying whatever the proposed level of 

car parking is. 30 

 

 So in equivalent circumstances I would envisage an ITA would address 

that if there were parking non-compliance.  However, if there is a 

minimum parking requirement in the new Plan, and a proposal meets 

that, then that’s where I think matters can finish.  Because talking about 35 

anticipated parking demand or average parking demands and projected 

number of vehicle trips, there is time and constant effort in terms of 

actually obtaining and documenting that information, and I guess I 

would question what benefit is there in actually setting that out. 

 40 

 If you achieve what the Plan considers is an appropriate level of car 

parking then what is the need to go further in terms of documenting it?  

It is nice to have but it is not going to assist the person assessing the 

resource consent, it is just going to be information within the 

assessment but for no apparent benefit. 45 
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MS MCINDOE:   Just for completeness, can I also take you to page 17 of the 

document, which is page 217, and these are the requirements for a full 

ITA.  So these are relevant for the highest of high trip generating 

activities, do you accept that? 

 5 

MR PHILLPS:   Yes. 

 

MS MCINDOE:   And the parking and loading provision at the bottom of that 

page, there is a more extensive assessment, isn’t it?  “Explain how 

parking will be provided onsite…” and then it says “the number of car 10 

parks provided takes into consideration latest research relating to 

parking demand.”  So that is an extra requirement as compared to the 

basic ITA, isn’t it? 

 

MR PHILLPS:   Correct. 15 

 

MS MCINDOE:   But are you suggesting that even the highest of high trip 

generating activities shouldn’t have to provide this type of explanation 

in their ITA? 

 20 

MR PHILLPS:   If they’re an anticipated, or a restricted discretionary activity 

and they comply with minimum parking requirements, then I would say 

no.  Again for the same reason that that’s - the minimum parking 

requirement, the beauty of it is that it sets a bottom line that applicants 

can work to and that the Council can work to and the public can work 25 

to in terms of saying “that’s an acceptable level of parking in terms of 

managing those off-site effects of amenity or efficiency on the road 

network.”   

 

 To provide beyond that, that’s up to you, but if you hit that then we’re 30 

happy with it.  If you don’t hit that, then all that information is up for 

grabs, whether you are an in-zone activity or an out of zone activity, 

and then it is up to you to justify what parking is appropriate.  

 

 So I don’t have a problem with those, I think that information is all 35 

entirely relevant if you want to go under that level, but if you meet that 

level then I don’t think that is necessary.  And I think again that’s 

where setting those minimum parking requirement levels at the right 

level accounts for that sort of information.  

 40 

MS MCINDOE:   And are you completely confident that the Council and the 

Panel can in fact set the minimum parking requirements at the right 

level? 

 

MR PHILLPS:   Well that’s probably a question for traffic engineers.  I mean 45 

my understanding is that there is comfort with where those levels are, 
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accepting that they are a blunt tool and they are not going to account 

for every scenario. 

 

  [10.05 am] 

 5 

 So there will be some things where those are pitched too high and some 

scenarios where they are pitched too low, but they’re about right. 

 

MS MCINDOE:   Okay. 

 10 

MR PHILLPS:   And I think again that there has been statements, it might have 

been Mr Roberts, about where the existing minimum parking standards 

fit in terms of their appropriateness.    

 

MS MCINDOE:   Okay, thank you.   15 

 

SJH:   You are over your allotted time, Ms McIndoe. 

 

MS MCINDOE:   Okay.  Thank you, sir. 

 20 

SJH:   Continue, but you asked for a time, I expect you to stick to it. 

 

MS MCINDOE:   Yes.  Sorry, sir.  I have got one quick question.  Assessment 

matter 3, I didn’t understand that to be disputed by you, and yet you 

have suggested amendments to it.  Can you quickly explain why that 25 

is? 

 

MR PHILLPS:   Certainly.  So that is largely in response to the question from 

Dr Mitchell to Mr Falconer yesterday about whether the assessment 

matter can seek to reduce private vehicle travel I think was the tone of 30 

the question, then Mr Chrystal had commented on it.   

 

MS MCINDOE:   Perhaps then I will let you explain that to Dr Mitchell.  He 

will no doubt ask you about that.   

 35 

MR PHILLPS:   Sure. 

 

MS MCINDOE:   Thank you very much.  I have no further questions.  

 

SJH:   Ms Huria? 40 

 

MS HURIA:   Yes good morning, Mr Phillips.  Have the clients that you 

represent here today, do they have to make onsite staff car parking 

arrangements? 

 45 
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MR PHILLPS:   Yes, they do.  Yes, there is a minimum parking requirement 

which includes a component of visitor parking and a component of 

staff parking. 

 

MS HURIA:   And so does that cover most or all or some or a few staff? 5 

 

MR PHILLPS:   Again, possibly a question for traffic engineers.  I think it is 

fair to say that there is contention about that issue, because you often 

find that staff parking allocation won’t be sufficient for all staff, so you 

do get staff parking on surrounding streets. 10 

 

MS HURIA:   Yes. 

 

MR PHILLPS:   But they are required to provide it, it’s monitored and 

enforced, shown on plans. 15 

 

MS HURIA:   Okay, thank you.  Good.  Thank you, sir. 

 

SJH:   Dr Mitchell? 

 20 

DR MITCHELL:   Thank you, sir.  Good morning Mr Phillips. 

 

MR PHILLPS:   Good morning.   

 

DR MITCHELL:   I don’t have any questions about assessment matter 3, as it 25 

happens, because I think you have explained it clearly.  What I would 

just ask, in relation to the base document, I suspect that the confusion 

about which version it is may extend beyond those assessment criteria.  

I think there has been a cross-fertilisation between the 26th version and 

the clean version from Mr Falconer’s rebuttal statement.  Because I just 30 

note that the date on the top of this refers to the 17th of June, and I 

think for the sake of completeness you might be advised to look at 

whether some of the other things from this submitter document are 

actually incorporated, because I think they haven’t been. 

 35 

MR PHILLPS:   Yes, absolutely.  I think I have been working from a Word 

version that I’d had which I thought was the current one.   

 

DR MITCHELL:   So I think there was some things that you proposed in the 

submitter version that haven’t found their way into here and vice versa.  40 

So I just make that point that when you are looking at it, it might be 

more than just the assessment criteria at 7.3.19.  But I just make that 

point. 

 

MR PHILLPS:   Thank you. 45 
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DR MITCHELL:   I just want to refer you to page 6 of the exhibit two that you 

presented before in policy 9, or new policy 9.  Both the heading and the 

text talk about “to manage adverse effects from the ongoing use 

repair…” et cetera, of the strategic transport network.  Who is that 

policy directed at?  The word “from” strikes me as being unusual in 5 

that context.   

 

MR PHILLPS:   It’s a good question.  It is not one I’d turn my mind to to any 

great degree, so that came through in the Joint Memorandum version - -

-  10 

 

DR MITCHELL:   Yes, it did. 

 

MR PHILLPS:   - - - and I have a feeling it may have been to recognise – no, I 

think I would probably be shooting from the hip giving you an answer, 15 

to be fair.  Look, at face value I would have said that “from” is saying 

that the works involved in terms of repairing and developing the 

transport network are going to generate adverse effects and that those 

are to be managed. 

 20 

DR MITCHELL:   So you would see it being aimed at the roading authorities 

rather than individual consent applicants for example.  

 

MR PHILLPS:   That is right, that’s my reading of it. 

 25 

DR MITCHELL:   All right, thank you.  At paragraph 7.4 and 7.5 of your 

evidence you make mention of the desirability of controlled activity 

status for the basic ITA approach.  You haven’t followed that 

recommendation through into your exhibit two version today, is that 

deliberate or is that a matter that you are still working through? 30 

 

MR PHILLPS:   I have signalled it by way of a comment in my exhibit two 

that that could still be considered.  I think the most important – if I was 

to prioritise the changes that I think are necessary in terms of that high 

trip generator rule for permitted activities, non-notification is the key 35 

one because I think that’s always the risk or the challenge that 

applicants face, notification and it’s such a disincentive so they’re sort 

of – the threat of notification requires – or results in ongoing debate 

and to try and get through that hurdle. 

 40 

  [10.10 am] 

 

 So I think if there wasn’t controlled activity status but there was non-

notification clause, then I think it’s not a big deal. As I say control – the 

rules kind of operate as a controlled activity in any case and I would 45 

imagine that would be the same basis. So I don’t think it’s critical but I 
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think it’s helpful, but the main reason I haven’t put it out in the exhibit 

is that it would have quite extensive structural changes to the rule, so. 

 

DR MITCHELL:   What’s your recommendation to us though, is it the 

controlled activity status is appropriate or - - -  5 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   Yes. 

 

DR MITCHELL:   - - - not appropriate? 

 10 

MR PHILLIPS:   No, my view is that it is appropriate, I just haven’t 

documented those changes in there because of the extent of structural 

change it would make - - -  

 

DR MITCHELL:   All right, okay. 15 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   - - - but I still think it’s appropriate. 

 

DR MITCHELL:   All right, thank you. Just on that, the proposition’s been put 

by Mr Winchester yesterday to other plan witnesses that said, to the 20 

effect that, a developer comes along with a proposal, it’s got an access 

way proposed that’s relatively close to an intersection and there are 

potential safety issues around that location and the intention would be 

to move that access point as far away from that intersection as possible, 

that’s the proposition that he’s put and he’s said if that were a 25 

controlled activity, could that be seen as negating the consent or 

fundamentally altering the proposal such that controlled activity rule 

wouldn’t be appropriate? 

 

 Do you have a view on that from your experience about how the sorts 30 

of projects that you’ve been involved in, how moving an access way 

from one end of the site to the other would or wouldn’t work in 

practice? 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   It wouldn’t really depend on the project, I mean there are 35 

some examples where say if you’ve got a car park fronting the road and 

you shift position and access it’s not really a big deal, you put the 

access in a different location and you put car parks in the place where 

the access was, so that’s pretty straightforward to do, I wouldn’t see 

any dramas with the controlled activity status. 40 

 

 If you had a building, car parking building for example, where the 

building form and activities have been quite intentionally laid out and 

including the final location of the access and it’s not that simple in 

terms of changing the access that may make life a little bit more 45 

difficult. 
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 I think I got some sympathy to the discussion yesterday around, “Well 

is there any practical difference between it being a restricted 

discretionary activity”, where they say “Well look, if you don’t change 

your access we’re going to recommend consent be declined”. So I think 5 

you’d still end up in that conversation with the applicant’s traffic 

engineers or the Council’s traffic engineers to say, “Well is it 

absolutely necessary” and the applicant will form a view whether it is 

or not and they’d either change it or they’d argue it. 

 10 

 Where that leaves Council in terms of saying, “Well look, at the end of 

the day our recommendation is that you need to move that access and 

we’re going to recommend a condition to that effect”, and I would 

imagine the condition would have to be structured to allow for design 

changes to follow. 15 

 

 So whether it’s some sort of, you know access should be repositioned 

and, you know revised plans shall be provided – there’s probably some 

procedural issues around that, but I think my overall view is, I don’t 

perceive that being a fundamental problem. 20 

 

DR MITCHELL:   Right. 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   And the other thing I’d just add too and Mr. (INDISTINCT 

3.46) touched on it, is that there are – the access example which is often 25 

used is the basis for, you know this is a problem if you want to shift an 

access, well there are access rules, that specifically talk about distances 

from intersections and the design of crossings, so I think some of those 

issues would be dealt with by those rules and they’re restricted 

discretionary, so. 30 

 

DR MITCHELL:   All right, thank you, no, that’s helpful. 

 

 Just finally, Ms McIndoe referred you to the ITA guideline document 

that was appended to Mr Falconer’s evidence, that’s dated February 35 

2015, so presumably that’s been prepared by the Council, informed by 

the content of the plan as notified at that date because it’s prior to this 

process. 

 

 You’d expect, wouldn’t you, that if that guideline document were to 40 

remain that it would be updated to implement the provisions of the plan 

as finalised, rather than taking anything, the assumptions that are made 

in it as a given, that document would need to be updated following our 

process wouldn’t it? 

 45 
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MR PHILLIPS:   Yes, absolutely. Again, I think as a general comment, the 

concern I have with this ITA approach, is that, you know, the RPS 

direction is for substantial requirements, and so for big re-zonings and 

unanticipated activities, go for your life and address everything, I think 

that’s for the in-zone anticipated high trip generators where the 5 

approach almost seems to be, “This is what should be in an ITA and 

you’re prescribe to address a whole lot of stuff” which may not be 

relevant or necessary to go there if you’re achieving those bottom lines 

and car parking is an example of that. 

 10 

  [10.15 am] 

 

 I don’t see any difference for an ITA to schedule 4 of the RMA around 

what goes into a resource consent, it comes back to what you’re 

applying for and what the issues are that are relevant and the particulars 15 

and application as to how far you actually need to go and I think that 

flexibility is maybe missing. 

 

DR MITCHELL:   All right. Just finally on that point, what’s your view on the 

use of guidelines in this context, shouldn’t the provisions be in the plan 20 

and then it’s up to practitioners to implement those provisions and if 

they’re important enough to be specified shouldn’t they be in the plan 

rather than huddled together in a guidance document that’s non-

statutory? 

 25 

MR PHILLIPS:   Again I think the difficulty that I have is that, no two 

applications are ever alike and one issue in one instance can be really 

significant and another it can be a triviality and everyone can agree 

that. Whereas if you have a guideline and it forces you to assess that, it 

takes out some of that judgement and expertise, and there’s advantages 30 

of having the guideline and being prescriptive about what’s required, 

but my sense is that to a large degree and particularly for applications 

like this where experts are generally involved, everyone tends to work 

out what needs to be addressed and it seems to work fine, so 

prescribing it to me is sort of inflexible, it’s adding cost that may not be 35 

of any benefit or - - -  

 

DR MITCHELL:   All right. 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   - - - (INDISTINCT 1.31). 40 

 

DR MITCHELL:   All right, thank you, Mr Phillips, thank you, sir. 

 

MR ILLINGSWORTH:   Sir. Good morning, Mr Phillips. 

 45 

MR PHILLIPS:   Good morning. 
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MR ILLINGSWORTH:   Under the current minimum parking standards apply, 

that’s correct isn’t it? 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   Correct. 5 

 

MR ILLINGSWORTH:   So do you agree that there has been oversupply and 

undersupply examples of parking in Christchurch? 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   Yes, yes, certainly, yes. 10 

 

MR ILLINGSWORTH:   Has there been a balance towards one side or the 

other, more over supply than under supply? 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   Again, I’d probably wouldn’t be the best person to give a 15 

view on that, I think it’s fair to say that though again they’re a blunt 

tool and they might work in the majority of circumstances but there 

will be situations where there’s unders and overs, but again I haven’t 

gone into that level of detail or analysis to know whether, yes, where 

that lies. 20 

 

MR ILLINGSWORTH:   So that really leaves my second question was, what’s 

caused these oversupply and undersupply situations to occur, and it 

must simply be presumably that the minimum standard hasn’t been 

applicable to the activity. 25 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   Yes, I think that’s probably a fair statement, I mean 

oversupply, I mean I’ve touched on it in my summary and in evidence, 

a number of reasons why people want to provide more, so I think those 

examples are (INDISTINCT 2.47) what we’ve seen. I think in terms of 30 

undersupply, it can sometimes be that an applicant says, “Look, I don’t 

think that’s actually necessary” and so you take a low trading retailer 

that says “the minimum parking requirements for retail are way too 

high, I don’t want to have to devote a whole lot of land or cost to 

providing that, I think there’s a good reason why I should be able to 35 

provide less and it’s worth my while to go through the consent process 

to make that case and have it assessed”, and that seems to work okay. 

 

 You’ll have other situations where a site might be constrained, so it 

might be an old building, on a site and it’s got, you know, a really small 40 

area where there were two car parks or it might never had car parks and 

it says, “Well, we can’t provide the car parking, we don’t have any 

choice, we’ve got to apply for consent to justify it” and they go through 

and make their case. 

 45 
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 Again, my experience is that the minimum parking standards in the 

plan work reasonably well, I acknowledge that there’s a lot of resource 

consents for parking and non-compliances and maybe that’s a question 

of where those trigger points are established, but applicants seem to 

sort of know best in terms of what they need and they can make their 5 

case based on these specifics through the consent process to try and 

explain that and that seems to be generally acknowledged and assessed 

fairly by Council planners administrating the plan. 

 

MR ILLINGSWORTH:   Thank you.  10 

 

SJH:   Mr Phillips, you talked about Riccarton being an example where there 

was an oversupply of parking? 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   Correct. 15 

 

SJH:   But I think a cursory examination at the moment would show significant 

spill over parking on both sides of Riccarton Road and the surrounding 

area, wouldn’t it? 

 20 

MR PHILLIPS:   Yes, that’s fair and again whether that’s just a sheer volume 

of activity or staff or both, yes. 

 

SJH:   And again we heard from Mr Nunns and others that Council has the 

ability to manage those effects, but it would be fair to say that parking 25 

around that area generally at the moment is a shambles, wouldn’t it? 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   I think that’s probably a fair assessment, yes. 

 

SJH:   This is a lay assessment, not a traffic engineer’s obviously. 30 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   A lay assessment, yes. 

 

SJH:   Have you in your experience come across situations where surrounding 

residents have push back or complained about that type of spill over 35 

parking? 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   I think it’s fair to say that, you know the expansions that have 

occurred at Riccarton over the last 10 years and at the time of consent 

or it being announced or public being made aware that there’s 40 

redevelopment going, that’s often a frequent cause of complaint. 

 

SJH:   And for those residents it’s a fairly significant adverse effect, isn’t it? 
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  [10.20 am] 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   For the residents, I think they perceive it as that, and I think 

that’s where there’s always a challenge around this amenity issue of 

transport, again if you live opposite a shopping mall - - - 5 

 

SJH:   Oh, it’s always personal against public and so forth, I can understand 

that, I was just talking about the residents, I’m not talking about anyone 

else, I understand that. 

 10 

MR PHILLIPS:   No, I think residents will perceive that as a significant effect, 

yes. 

 

SJH:   All right, thank you. Anything arising, Ms McIndoe? 

 15 

MS McINDOE:   No, thank you, sir. 

 

SJH:   Ms Marks? 

 

MS MARKS:   No, thank you, sir. 20 

 

SJH:   Thank you, Mr Phillips, you may stand down. Mr Jordan? I guess the 

one comment is you’re working off a different version, so perhaps it 

would be appropriate if you take that into account and we are quite 

happy to substitute a fresh one for the exhibit 2 you’ve already given 25 

us, take that into account. 

 

MR PHILLIPS:   Yes, thank you. 

 

<THE WITNESS WITHDREW [10.21 am] 30 

 

MS MARKS:   I was just about to address that. Are you also happy for me to 

be excused? 

 

SJH:   Sorry? 35 

 

MS MARKS:   Are you happy for me to be excused? 

 

SJH:   Yes, Ms Marks, of course. Just before you go, I am going to have the 

secretariat issue a minute to all submitters that if they wish to file 40 

closing legal submissions tomorrow – sorry, if they wish to file and 

rely on the written submission rather than attending, they would be at 

liberty to do so and may be excused from that too, so it’s your choice. 

 

MS MARKS:   Thank you, sir. 45 
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SJH:   Yes, Mr Jordan. You’ve got a very short brief, which I think what 

you’re suggesting has been accepted by the Panel? 

 

MR JORDAN:   I think it has been accepted, so there’s not much more to say, 

except that I agree with what (INDISTINCT 2.06) and Mr Lloyd’s 5 

rebuttal submissions are, and just three very quick points, that the 

reason for the agreement, the operative plan did allow the three metres 

anyway and it is needed so that infill can occur, and it was one of the 

reasons why in my residential chapter submission I said the 

landscaping strip was too inflexible. So that flows onto this rule.  So 10 

that’s all the points I really needed to make. 

 

SJH:   Thank you. 

 

MR JORDAN:   So unless you have any questions. 15 

 

SJH:   I will just see if the Panel does. 

 

DR MITCHELL:   No, I have no questions, thank you. 

 20 

SJH:   Thank you. As with your other submissions they have been very useful 

and this one has been taken on board, so we are grateful for your 

participation in the process. 

 

MR JORDAN:   Thank you. 25 

 

<THE WITNESS WITHDREW [10.23 am] 

 

SJH:   Thank you. Just before we adjourn, Ms Sinclair, this chapter has, like a 

number of others, been somewhat of a moveable feast, I am wondering 30 

if counsel can supply us at the end of the hearing with an updated 

reject/accept for submitters and can you commit to a timeframe of, say, 

seven days for that now, or do you want to take instructions from the 

boss? 

 35 

MS SINCLAIR:   No, I think seven days for an updated accept and reject will 

be fine. 

 

SJH:   All right, well, we will issue a direction to that effect then. 

 40 

MS SINCLAIR:   Okay, and we were planning on attaching to our closings an 

updated proposal, just for the few changes to merge the 26 

memorandum in to - - - 

 

SJH:   That would be very useful, thank you. And (INDISTINCT 10.23) can 45 

you just note the secretariat to notify all submitters that if they wish to 
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file closing legal submissions and simply rely on those, they are at 

liberty to do so and their attendance tomorrow may be excused. 

 

 Okay, thank you, we will adjourn until 11.45 am or sooner if possible. 

 5 

ADJOURNED [10.24 am] 

 

RESUMED [11.46 am] 

 

SJH:   Now, Mr Edwards.  I take it, Mr Edwards, your client doesn’t have legal 10 

representation is that so? 

 

MR EDWARDS:   That is correct, sir, yes. 

 

SJH:   Okay, thank you. 15 
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SJH:   All right, Mr Edwards, your full name is Raymond John Edwards? 

 

MR EDWARDS:   Correct. 

 

SJH:   You have filed a brief of evidence? 5 

 

MR EDWARDS:   I have. 

 

SJH:   Have you any corrections to that? 

 10 

MR EDWARDS:   Not to the brief of evidence, sir, no. 

 

SJH:   Thank you.  So you confirm that that is true and correct to the best of 

your knowledge and belief? 

 15 

MR EDWARDS:   I do, sir, yes. 

 

SJH:   Thank you.  And you have a written summary, if you would just go the 

summary, thank you. 

 20 

MR EDWARDS:  Thank you. So I will start at paragraph 1, sir. I have assisted 

with the processing of 3,000 resource consent applications while 

employed by the Council for eight years as their senior traffic planner.  

Urbis, which is the company I now own, has been the author of 1,500 

consent applications for the City Council in the last 11 years.  25 

 

 The operative rule has trigger thresholds of 25 parking spaces or 250 

trips per day and I provide as table 1 in my evidence examples of the 

relatively small scale of development permitted by the operative rule.   

 30 

 Experience has shown that these thresholds are set too low and has 

generated the need for unnecessary resource consent applications or 

unnecessary time spent assessing the potential traffic effects where 

resource consent may have otherwise been required anyway.  For 

example, the development also has a planning related non-compliance. 35 

 

 Unfortunately the Council has not made available the information used 

to develop the tables in Mr Falconer’s evidence-in-chief so that the 

reliability of that data can be independently checked.  So what I am 

referring to there, sir, is the amount of consents triggered by this high 40 

traffic generator rule. 

 

 Paragraph 4.  I am not aware of a single instance where the operative 

high traffic generator rule has resulted in an application being declined 

consent.  I did note in my reading of the evidence of Mr Falconer and 45 

Mr Roberts a reference to a motel development near the airport where 
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consent was declined.  However, I also note from their evidence that 

this application was for a non-complying activity. 

 

 I was made aware of this decision at a pre-conferencing meeting at the 

Council and at the time I asked for a copy of this consent decision so I 5 

could verify the rationale behind the decision made and the Council has 

yet to provide a copy for my review.   

 

 In terms of position, the preferred relief of both myself and the parties I 

represent is that there is no need for a high traffic generator rule.  10 

Unfortunately this preferred position is not recorded in paragraph 14.1 

of Mr Falconer’s rebuttal evidence.   

 

 My reasoning behind why a rule is not necessary is provided in my 

evidence-in-chief.  Put simply, in my opinion the issue is all about 15 

trigger thresholds and whether or not the potential traffic effects of 

in zone development should be assessed and/or anticipated by the 

Council when it develops its district plan.  In my opinion it is 

inappropriate to re-evaluate in zone development in terms of traffic 

generation and potential road network effects.  Here I note that the 20 

Council’s now proposed version of the high traffic generator rule also 

affords the Council the ability to assess adequacy of parking provision.   

 

 Instead if something is not anticipated then it is likely to have a full 

discretionary or non-complying activity status anyway such that any 25 

potential – just cross out “adverse” because any potential effect can be 

considered. 

 

  [11.50 am] 

 30 

 Again there is no need for a high traffic generator rule.  However, 

through my participation in the conferencing and mediation sessions it 

is readily apparent to me that a version of the rule in some form will be 

retained.  It seems to me that this is now distilled into two versions of 

the proposed rule being wording preferred by the Council and wording 35 

preferred by the submitters.  Given this, the alternate relief of both 

myself and the parties I represent is support for the submitters’ version 

of the rule. 

 

 Turning to the proposed rules.  Mr Falconer in paragraph 23A to G of 40 

his rebuttal evidence records the key differences between the Council’s 

version of the proposed rule and the submitters’ version.  Having 

viewed what I understand to be the latest copies of both versions of the 

rule I only seek permission from the Panel to comment on five items. 

 45 
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 In relation to policy 2I I am, it should read “concerned” at the reference 

to planned and committed transport infrastructure and service 

improvements.  I am not clear how this would apply to a resource 

consent application where my understanding is that the RMA requires 

consideration of the environment as being the existing situation plus 5 

relevant permitted activities and unimplemented consents. 

 

 I received criticism from the Environment Court when I presented 

evidence in relation to an application for land use consent for a site on 

Fendalton Road immediately before the four-laning was to commence.  10 

The Court refused to accept my assessment, which was on behalf of the 

Council, because the four-laning project did not form part of the 

existing environment as defined by the Act.  In terms of this I also note 

the recent removal of the Northern Arterial project from the Council’s 

LTCCP as an example of where planned and committed projects fall 15 

away. 

 

 So, sir, what I haven’t said in paragraph 11 is that the reference to 

planned and committed should be deleted, that is where I am going. 

 20 

 Paragraph 12.  In relation to activity status if there is to be an HTG rule 

then I support the submitters’ version where the requirement for a basic 

ITA essentially relates to in-zone activities and has a controlled activity 

status.  Keeping in mind that a controlled activity status still affords the 

Council the ability to impose conditions of consent I do not accept the 25 

arguments on this issue of Mr Falconer in his rebuttal evidence to try 

and justify a restricted discretionary activity status throughout.   

 

 In relation to parking provision, I have significant concerns about the 

Council’s proposal to assess parking for high traffic generators 30 

independent from the parking requirements applicable to other 

activities.  With my experience I can see that this will result in a lack of 

certainty for applicants and application issues for the Council, for 

example how would a PIM assessment be completed.  I do not consider 

that this approach accords with the statement of expectations.  35 

 

 In my opinion parking provision is quite a separate matter from traffic 

generation related issues and a minimum parking rule should apply 

throughout.  I certainly do not accept the example provided by 

Mr Roberts of the Airport Business Park in his rebuttal appendix 1.  I 40 

prepared the traffic assessments for that development and the parking 

related issues with it are caused by two Crown agencies operating call 

centres from the site with a very high employee density within the 

buildings.  There is nothing in the Council’s proposed rules that will 

prevent this situation from reoccurring.   45 
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 If there is to be an HTG rule then the thresholds need to be set at 

appropriate levels and the levels set in the Council’s notified version of 

this rule were once again set far too low.  For example, a restaurant 

with only four car parking spaces would require assessment as a high 

traffic generator.  However, the conferencing and mediation sessions 5 

have resulted in the Council significantly altering the thresholds to 

levels that are, in my opinion, more realistic.   

 

 The final item relates to the scope of road network effects assessment 

required.  In my opinion there needs to be a difference between in-zone 10 

and out of zone activities.  An activity that is in-zone should not be 

treated to the same level of network effects assessment as an out of 

zone activity otherwise what is the point of establishing in the zone?  I 

am happy to answer any questions. 

 15 

SJH:   Thank you, Mr Edwards.  You were down to cross-examine, 

Ms Sinclair? 

 

<CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MS SINCLAIR [11.54 am] 

 20 

MS SINCLAIR:   Yes, sir.  Good morning, Mr Edwards.   

 

MR EDWARDS:   Good morning. 

 

MS SINCLAIR:   You are familiar with the Minister’s statements of 25 

expectations as attached to the Order in Council? 

 

MR EDWARDS:   Yes. 

 

MS SINCLAIR:   And that the Council must have particular regard to the 30 

statement of expectations in preparing the plan? 

 

MR EDWARDS:   Yes. 

 

MS SINCLAIR:   Therefore you accept that clause A of the statement of 35 

expectations directs that the replacement plan significantly reduce the 

reliance on resource consents? 

 

MR EDWARDS:   Yes, I do and that is the reason why I am suggesting the 

approach for the high traffic generator rule is that you deal with it with 40 

discretionary and non-complying. 

 

MS SINCLAIR:   And you accept that clause A from the statement of 

expectations has essentially been translated into the strategic directions 

chapter at objective 3.3.2? 45 
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MR EDWARDS:   Yes, I am aware of that. 

 

MS SINCLAIR:   If I can take you to paragraph 38 of your evidence please.  

Now, there you have referred to Mr Falconer’s table 1, which you also 

discussed in your summary.  That table sets out the annual averages of 5 

resource consent numbers from 2004 to 2014. 

 

  [11.55 am] 

 

MR EDWARDS:   Correct. 10 

 

MS SINCLAIR:   And your evidence there is that the removal of the 25 car 

parking space trigger currently in the operative HTG rule will, based on 

Mr Falconer’s numbers, reduce consenting numbers by an average of 

65 consents per year.  Okay, that is just over the page at D. 15 

 

MR EDWARDS:   Oh, that is in D, yes. 

 

MS SINCLAIR:   And that in total under the Council’s proposal, as at the time 

you wrote that evidence, it would be expected that resource consent 20 

numbers would reduce from 960 consents by 323 consents, which I 

think is further up in your paragraph 38. 

 

MR EDWARDS:   Yes, it is but if I can comment on that point, what needs to 

be looked at is where the reductions in the resource consents are being 25 

made and I provide examples of that in my points A, B and C on the 

bottom of page 10 and top of page 11. 

 

MS SINCLAIR:   Yes, but you do accept that there has been, if we run the 

Council’s proposal by these numbers there is a reduction by 323? 30 

 

MR EDWARDS:   That would only be for considering the entire transport 

section and, as I said in my summary statement, I have not been given 

the data to validate what is in Mr Falconer’s evidence.  I did ask for it 

but I have never been provided it. 35 

 

MS SINCLAIR:   Okay.  But that reduction would be a third and since writing 

your evidence you have pointed out in your summary that there have 

been further alterations to the HTG thresholds through mediation and 

caucusing? 40 

 

MR EDWARDS:   Correct. 

 

MS SINCLAIR:   And so supposedly that would reduce consenting some 

more? 45 
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MR EDWARDS:   It should do, yes. 

 

MS SINCLAIR:   Okay.  If we can now turn to the HTG rule and thank you for 

your summary because you helped us sort of answer some of the 

questions that I was going to ask you about your expert opinion in 5 

terms of what you call option 1 and option 3.  And so it is your position 

that your preference would be option 1, that there is no HTG rule 

whatsoever, but that you understand that the middle ground might be 

option 3? 

 10 

MR EDWARDS:   Correct, yes. 

 

MS SINCLAIR:   Okay.  Is it your understanding that under the Council’s 

proposal an HTG is what triggers the need for an ITA? 

 15 

MR EDWARDS:   Yes. 

 

MS SINCLAIR:   Yes.  And that the Council’s proposal doesn’t require an ITA 

in any other circumstances, is that correct? 

 20 

MR EDWARDS:   Correct. 

 

MS SINCLAIR:   So in your ideal - - - 

 

MR EDWARDS:   Sorry, if I can just add to that. 25 

 

MS SINCLAIR:   Yes. 

 

MR EDWARDS:   I haven’t concentrated on the parking related rules with this. 

In terms of the parking ratios and things I have been quite happy with 30 

all of that.  So I haven’t reviewed whether an ITA is triggered by the 

need for a non-compliance with the parking rules. 

 

MS SINCLAIR:   Okay. 

 35 

MR EDWARDS:   But generally speaking it is usually required as a result of 

non-compliance with the high traffic generator rule. 

 

MS SINCLAIR:   And so my understanding from my discussions with 

Mr Falconer is that the ITA is only required as part of the HTG in the 40 

Council’s proposal.  So, given that, your ideal proposal would be that 

there is no HTG and therefore no trigger for the ITA?  If we limit it just 

to your HTG. 

 

MR EDWARDS:   No, I don’t agree with that.  In terms of the preferred relief, 45 

if you had a parking non-compliance that was, you know, notable or 
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significant in my experience with all the consent applications I have 

processed in the last 20 years you would still do an ITA that would 

concentrate on the issue of parking primarily because that would be a 

restricted discretionary non-compliance. 

 5 

MS SINCLAIR:   Okay. 

 

MR EDWARDS:   In terms of the traffic generation rule - - - 

 

MS SINCLAIR:   But you accept that if you remove the HTG rule from the 10 

Council’s proposal that removes the need for the ITA under that HTG 

rule? 

 

MR EDWARDS:   Under the Council’s proposal it would, yes. 

 15 

MS SINCLAIR:   Yes, okay, thank you.  And so are you aware of the regional 

policy statement, policy 6.3.4, transport effectiveness? 

 

MR EDWARDS:   Yes, I am but those statements refer to significant 

development. 20 

 

MS SINCLAIR:   Yes, they do and so there is a requirement for ITAs under 

that proposal? 

 

MR EDWARDS:   That is correct. 25 

 

MS SINCLAIR:   Thank you.  Now, I understand that the reasoning behind 

your support of option 1 is that the traffic generation implications as a 

land zoning should be considered at the time the Council zones that 

land? 30 

 

MR EDWARDS:   Yes. 

 

MS SINCLAIR:   Yes.  So land zoning gets set and based on that zoning there 

should be no need for the HTG rule because the traffic effects would 35 

have already been considered as part of that zoning? 

 

MR EDWARDS:   And I can provide examples in my experience where that 

has actually happened. 

 40 

MS SINCLAIR:   Thank you.  I won’t need you to do to but thank you.  And I 

am sure you are aware that the operative City Plan has been in 

existence for some time? 

 

MR EDWARDS:   20 - - - 45 
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MS SINCLAIR:   Come to 20 years? 

 

MR EDWARDS:   Say 1994 onwards, yes. 

 

  [12.00 pm] 5 

 

MS SINCLAIR:   Yes, and so do you consider that a land zone proposed in 

1995 would necessarily still be the relevant and appropriate zoning at 

this point now? 

 10 

MR EDWARDS:   I have evaluated all the planning maps under what is 

proposed with the City Plan Review and compared them to all the 

planning maps across the city under the Operative Plan, and with some 

exceptions, in my opinion the zoning that is in the City Plan Review 

largely follows what was in the Operative Plan.  What has changed is 15 

some of the rules within the zones.  

 

MS SINCLAIR:   But you accept that zoning can change? 

 

MR EDWARDS:   I do accept that zoning can change, but when doing a plan 20 

change consideration matters such as traffic generation are considered 

at that time.  The example that I can provide in the Operative Plan is 

the Orion site in St Albans, where if you look in the Operative City 

Plan Rules it is specifically exempted from the application of the high 

traffic generator rule, because it was considered at the time of zoning. 25 

 

MS SINCLAIR:   Okay, but you would accept that the zoning set, for example 

in 1995, would now not take into account necessarily the traffic 

generation effects currently, 20years later, can’t anticipate that? 

 30 

MR EDWARDS:   No, I don’t agree with that at all.  If a - - - 

 

MS SINCLAIR:   Okay.  Thank you, I don’t have any further questions.  

 

SJH:   No, you can finish the answer.   35 

 

MR EDWARDS:   Thank you.  If a site was zoned industrial in 1994 they 

would have different types of industrial activity on that piece of land, 

and it’s continued to have some form of industrial type zoning under 

the Proposed Plan, you are still going to get the same types of 40 

development on that land.  So I don’t agree with you that the traffic 

effects will have changed in the last 20 years. 

 

 The development of that land is for certain types of land use activities 

in general terms with the Proposed City Plan Review, those land use 45 

activities aren’t changing so why should the traffic change?   
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 I would only agree with your point where in the City Plan Review land 

zoning is fundamentally changing, and I have been advised that the 

Council has considered that through its modelling work, otherwise they 

wouldn’t have been promoting the change in zoning in the first place.  5 

They have looked at traffic.   

 

 So the answer to your question is, no, I do not agree with you. 

 

MS SINCLAIR:   Okay, thank you. 10 

 

SJH:   Thank you.  Ms Huria? 

 

MS HURIA:   No, thanks.  

 15 

SJH:   Dr Mitchell? 

 

DR MITCHELL:   Thank you, sir.  Good afternoon Mr Edwards.  I have just 

got one question.  Would you be concerned if the Council used the high 

trip generation rule and the associated ITA process to restrict car 20 

parking below minimum standards and/or those proposed by a 

developer in order to promote other forms of transport, such as public 

transport and cycling? 

 

MR EDWARDS:   The issue I have with the clause in the high traffic generator 25 

rule – I would call it “reassess parking”, but the Council is probably 

rightly saying “assess parking for the first time”, so if you are a high 

traffic generator the parking rules don’t apply.  You have to do an ITA 

and it gets assessed and the Council decides whether it wants it or not. 

 30 

 In my opinion, anything to do with parking should be in the parking 

related rules and the assessment matters for the parking related rules.  

And something that I think is very clever in the parking rules is the 

Council’s proposal for the parking reduction factors.  I have not seen 

that before in a District Plan, and I was quite impressed with that.  35 

 

 I don’t think the ability to assess or reassess parking because you are a 

high traffic generator is appropriate. 

 

DR MITCHELL:   Perhaps I will ask my question in a more pointed way, 40 

because you have given me a view on the general but not the specific.  

If the ITA process were to be utilised by the Council to say – we 

understand that a developer wants to put 300 car parks within their 

development because that is what they have assessed as a means of 

internalising the effects and to make the development work, but we 45 

don’t think that necessarily will promote public transport, for example, 
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therefore we will limit the number of car parks that you are able to put 

into that development to say 200. 

 

 Would you be concerned if that were the way in which any ITA that 

was promulgated were to be used? 5 

 

MR EDWARDS:   Yes, I would.  I’m sorry, I apologise, I misunderstood 

where you were coming from.  I understand now. 

 

 Yes, I would have concerns.  In my experience, for example I have 10 

worked on all the shopping malls in Christchurch, and using those as an 

example, some of them have had approved parking reductions over the 

years.  But ultimately, I will call it “the market” the owners of the malls 

have a very, very good idea of their levels of public demand and 

analysis.   15 

 

 I cannot think of a situation where the parking supply with a 

development has resulted in a massive over-supply, such that you get a 

sea of hot mix that’s empty for 90 percent of the year.   

 20 

DR MITCHELL:   All right, thank you.  Thank you, sir.  

 

SJH:   Mr Illingsworth? 

 

MR ILLINGSWORTH:   No, questions, sir.  25 

 

  [12.05 pm] 

 

SJH:   Just following on from Dr Mitchell’s questions, we had an acceptance 

from Council witnesses that the under supply of parking is part of the 30 

stick of the carrot and stick to get more people to use active transport.  

Is that made plain that that’s one of the intentions in the objectives and 

policies? 

 

MR EDWARDS:   Yes, I think it is.  I don’t have them in front of me, but in 35 

terms of the objectives and policies I think there is a number of 

references made to encouragement of alternate transport modes.   

 

 Perhaps returning to Dr Mitchell’s question, a concern that I would 

have with revisiting to so-called “force parking down” if that is a term I 40 

could use, that would be fine where you have already got good 

provision for the alternate transport modes.  But the example I can 

think of is Riccarton Mall where the Council has been trying to get a 

bus interchange on Riccarton Road for as long as I can remember, and 

met with a lot of resistance for a number of reasons. 45 
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 If you had that sort of infrastructure in place, like the one that is in the 

CBD, yes, like the carrot and stick way of doing it, I could see that, but 

certainly within the next 10 years, which is my understanding the 

lifetime of a plan, I think a lot of work would need to be done in terms 

of provision of alternate transport infrastructure before the Council 5 

would be in a position where they could sort of force parking supply 

down.  

 

 I think that the Key Activity Centre approach is the way to go, but I 

think it is going to take time, and I think that the next round of this type 10 

of review, say in 10 years’ time, would be a good time to revisit that. 

 

SJH:   I had a slightly different concern, so I will take a step back.  I don’t 

know if you were in Court before the adjournment. 

 15 

MR EDWARDS:   No, I wasn’t. 

 

SJH:   But I asked questions of Mr Phillips regarding Riccarton Mall and the 

overspill parking around that area. 

 20 

MR EDWARDS:   Yes. 

 

SJH:   And that the parking is a shambles.   

 

MR EDWARDS:   I wouldn’t say it’s a shambles, but there is a lot of overspill 25 

parking. 

 

SJH:   Well he agreed with shambles.  That was a lay, not a traffic engineer’s 

view, Mr Edwards.  

 30 

 My concern is this, that I am very well aware about balancing private 

and public good, so I don’t need anything about that.  But I worry that 

there is always a concern with parking and overspill parking and the 

effect on residents, they are always complaining about it.  Is that a fair 

comment? 35 

 

MR EDWARDS:   Yes, I would agree with that.  

 

SJH:   What I was trying to get at, does this plan as notified make it plain to 

residents in the area that one of the consequences of the aims of this 40 

parking provision could well be overspill parking in their area, and 

have they had the chance to properly submit on that? 

 

MR EDWARDS:   I can’t speak on behalf of the public, sir, but I can speak on 

behalf of - - - 45 
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SJH:   Well I don’t want you to read it and assess it as a traffic engineer in 

understanding this. 

 

MR EDWARDS:   No. 

 5 

SJH:   This is a Plan for the public that was notified so the public would know 

what is happening.   

 

MR EDWARDS:   Sir, if I can give an example, that I was only made aware of 

yesterday, this is what I have been told – that Merivale Mall is a 10 

neighbourhood centre, I understand and because I haven’t concentrated 

on the parking rules I wasn’t aware of this.  But apparently the 

neighbourhood centres will no longer have a parking requirement.  

Now when I was told of that yesterday I thought – crikey, the residents 

in Leinster Road, Aikmans Road and all the other little streets in the 15 

back there, they’re going to go nuts. 

 

 So has the public been made fully aware of the implications of current 

thinking of parking in the District Plan?  In my opinion, based on 

where I have seen the commentary made about promoting alternate 20 

transport modes is well buried in the Plan, my answer would probably 

be no. 

 

SJH:   See we have had in other chapters, people complaining about parking, 

including in the Riccarton area. 25 

 

MR EDWARDS:   Yes.   

 

SJH:   But we have very few lay submitters on this chapter, so it just seems 

strange if it is their concern, and would suggest perhaps they haven’t 30 

picked up on it.   

 

MR EDWARDS:   Sir, with Urbis, the only mall we represent is Barrington.  

But with my role at the Council for 16 years ultimately, but I have 

worked on all the malls, there has been with every single one of those 35 

malls a notified application at some point during my employment at the 

Council where I did the traffic work on behalf of the Council, every 

single one of those resident submitters raised issue of overflow on 

street parking, without fail.   

 40 

 Merivale being the most vocal followed by Riccarton.  Eastgate Mall 

was probably the only mall I can think of in Christchurch where their 

parking supply is notably greater than their demand for most of the 

year. But for the rest of them, even outside the Christmas peak, 

sometimes there are times of the year where you just can’t get a car 45 

park. 
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  [12.10 pm] 

 

SJH:   I think we heard evidence in other chapters that Eastgate Mall is the one 

KAC that does need support because it’s struggling post-earthquake, 5 

but it was probably struggling pre-earthquake as well. 

 

MR EDWARDS:  My experience of, not surveys but just observations of 

having been there, is that pre-earthquake the car park, apart from pre-

Christmas, was rarely probably more than two-thirds full if you’re 10 

lucky, post-earthquake, honestly you can get a car park within 

50 metres of the door to The Warehouse. So if there was a plan to 

support the restoration of Eastgate, to put a term on it, that would 

probably be a very good thing. From a transport perspective, I don’t see 

any major issues with it. 15 

 

SJH:   Okay. Thank you very much. Is there anything arising, Ms Sinclair? 

 

MS SINCLAIR:   No, thank you, sir. 

 20 

SJH:   Thank you, Mr Edwards, thank you for your help, you may stand down. 

Ms Muirson? 

 

<THE WITNESS WITHDREW [12.11 pm] 

25 
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<MELANIE JANE MUIRSON, sworn [12.12 pm] 
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SJH:   Now, your full name is Melanie Jane Muirson? 

 

MS MUIRSON:   Yes. 

 

SJH:   You have filed a brief of evidence dated 10 June 2015? 5 

 

MS MUIRSON:   Yes, that’s correct.  

 

SJH:   Do you have any corrections you wish to make to that? 

 10 

MS MUIRSON:   Yes, I do, I have just one. On page 5 and paragraph 23, in the 

first line it should read rule 7.2.3.10 please. 

 

SJH:   10, thank you. But otherwise it is true and correct? 

 15 

MS MUIRSON:   Yes, it is. 

 

SJH:   Okay, thank you. If you would now give us your summary of that 

evidence. 

 20 

MS MUIRSON:  Thank you. The scope of my evidence on the transport 

chapter is primarily based on the high trip generator rule thresholds, 

with particular regard to tertiary education activities that reflect both 

the University of Canterbury and CPIT’s submissions. The other areas 

of the University and CPIT’s submissions were addressed during the 25 

conferencing and mediation. 

 

 I support the intention of the proposed rule for high trip generators to 

ensure that activities do not impact significantly on the surrounding 

transport network and that effects are assessed appropriately. I note that 30 

item 2 in rule 7.2.3.10 of the Council’s revised proposal states that an 

integrated transport assessment has already been approved for the site. 

This rule does not apply to any development that is within the scope of 

that integrated transport assessment. 

 35 

 I believe that this is an acceptable compromise where the tertiary 

education providers have prepared master plans and the corresponding 

integrated transport assessments to support those master plans for their 

campuses, and this means that any development that falls under their 

master plans will require assessment under that high trip generator rule.  40 

 

 Subsequent to filing my evidence further mediation between the 

planners has resulted in the joint memorandum and the latest version of 

the transport proposal dated 26 June. I am in support of this latest 

transport proposal because it clarifies that the thresholds shall only 45 

apply to the additional increase in full time equivalent students for the 
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tertiary education activities.  I also note that the thresholds that my 

evidence detailed have been provided in this latest transport proposal.  

 

 I now consider that all matters raised in my evidence have been 

resolved and I am happy to take any questions. 5 

 

SJH:   Thank you. Ms Huria? 

 

MS HURIA:   No, thank you, sir. 

 10 

SJH:   Dr Mitchell? 

 

DR MITCHELL:  Thank you, Ms Muirson. Not a question about your analysis, 

but just by way of background information, and the question is in two 

parts, one applying to the University and one applying to the Polytech. 15 

To what extent do both of those enterprises currently internalise their 

parking effects? 

 

  [12.15 pm] 

 20 

MS MUIRSON:   Well, I suppose the University certainly has quite a large 

supply of parking onsite, they have imposed a fee regime, in part to 

generate – I suppose people to other modes, such as public transport, 

cycling, walking, but in reality their car parks aren’t fully utilised 

onsite. However, there is spill over onto the surrounding network 25 

because there is free parking, although some of it is time restricted on 

the on street network. 

 

DR MITCHELL:  And that’s a cost reason rather than an availability to 

parking reason? 30 

 

MS MUIRSON:   Yes, it is. 

 

DR MITCHELL:  Thank you, and does that same situation apply with the 

polytech? 35 

 

MS MUIRSON:   Yes, it is. 

 

DR MITCHELL:   All right, thank you. Thank you, sir. 

 40 

SJH:  So just following on from Dr Mitchell’s last question, that is an issue that 

– what management is there around the streets in terms of restricting 

parking that would require them to use the car park? 

 

MS MUIRSON:   Right, well, at the moment there are some time restrictions 45 

that the Council has put in place. I believe to make the parking more 
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utilised on campus, metered parking on street in the surrounding areas 

would deter people from parking on street and push them into the 

campus. 

 

SJH:  But being in a residential area, wouldn’t that have to combine with 5 

resident permits or something of that sort? 

 

MS MUIRSON:   Yes, that would have to be enabled as well. 

 

SJH:  Okay, thank you, you may stand down. 10 

 

MS MUIRSON:   Thank you. 

 

<THE WITNESS WITHDREW [12.16 pm] 

 15 

SJH:  Ms O’Neil. 
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<TERESA ANN O’NEIL, sworn [12.17 pm] 
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SJH:  Thank you, your full name is Teresa Ann O’Neil? 

 

MS O’NEIL:   Yes. 

 

SJH:  You have filed a brief of evidence dated 10 June 2015? 5 

 

MS O’NEIL:   Correct.  

 

SJH:  Do you have any corrections to that? 

 10 

MS O’NEIL:   No, I don’t. 

 

SJH:  All right, thank you. Can you confirm it is true and correct to the best of 

your knowledge and belief? 

 15 

MS O’NEIL:   Yes, I can. 

 

SJH:  Okay, if you would now present your summary, thank you. 

 

MS O’NEIL:  The University and CPIT lodged submissions and further 20 

submissions on the transport chapter. My evidence focuses around the 

aspects of the high trip generator rule, where points of difference 

remain between the University and CPITs submissions, and the 

evidence of Mr Falconer for the Council. 

 25 

 The main point of difference was the wording of the high trip generator 

rule and how this rule should apply to existing tertiary education 

activities. Following the filing of my evidence I attended further 

mediation with the Council to discuss the high trip generator rule. As a 

result of this further mediation I have signed the joint memorandum of 30 

26 June, which includes attachment A, a marked up version of the 

transport proposal. 

 

 This latest version of the transport chapter clarifies that for existing 

tertiary education activities the thresholds listed under rule 7.2.3.10 35 

only apply to an increase in FTE students. The University and CPIT 

would therefore not trigger the high trip generator rule unless their roll 

sizes increased by more than 250 FTEs. This means they can rely on 

the minimum car parking standards when undertaking works at the 

campuses, which do not increase the number of students by more than 40 

250. 

 

 I now consider all matters raised in my evidence have been resolved, 

but I am happy to take any questions. 

 45 

SJH:  Thank you. Ms Huria? 
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MS HURIA:   No, thank you, sir. 

 

SJH:   Dr Mitchell? 

 5 

DR MITCHELL:   No, thank you, sir. 

 

SJH:  Thank you very much, Ms O’Neil, you may stand down.  

 

<THE WITNESS WITHDREW [12.18 pm] 10 

 

SJH:   Ms Cook? Do you wish to simply make a statement or to give it as 

evidence? 

 

MS COOK:   I was just going to speak to my evidence. 15 

 

SJH:   Well, it’s not evidence at the moment, it’s a brief of evidence, do you 

wish this to be treated as evidence not just a statement? Well, it means 

you can be asked questions on it, whereas a statement - - - 

 20 

MS COOK:   Yes, I would like to be asked questions on it. 

 

SJH:   Okay, well, you go in the witness box and be sworn or affirmed as the 

case may be. You’ve certainly headed it as statement of evidence. 

25 
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<JANICE AUDREY COOK, affirmed [12.20 pm] 
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SJH:   Now your full name is Janice Audrey Cook? 

 

MS COOK:   That is correct. 

 

SJH:   You filed a brief of evidence dated 10 June last? 5 

 

MS COOK:   Yes. 

 

SJH:   Are there any corrections you wish to make to that? 

 10 

MS COOK:   No, no. 

 

SJH:   And you confirm it is true and correct to the best of your knowledge and 

ability? 

 15 

MS COOK:   Yes, sir. 

 

SJH:   All right well if you speak to that and give us your summary of it and 

also add any other matters that you think are pertinent.   

 20 

MS COOK:   Yes, thank you. 

 

SJH:   So just take a seat while you do it. 

 

MS COOK:  So the Civic Trust’s principal concern is with the effects of traffic 25 

congestion and the on-street parking issues in Akaroa town itself and 

the effects on the historic character and general amenity of Akaroa.  

There is also a more general concern that the Council is really taking a 

one size fits all approach to many of the provisions for our area and is 

not having regard to the particular issues and differences we have in 30 

Akaroa in the Akaroa Harbour Basin. 

 

 So there has actually been a great deal of research and consultation and 

public working relations in Akaroa going back many years. Actually if 

I was to bring all the studies and reports and visioning documents and 35 

things that I’ve been involved with for the last more than 20 years I’d 

need a medium sized suitcase actually to show you all that. 

 

 So I have got one example here which is a quite recent one which has 

been carried out since amalgamation, that’s the Akaroa Harbour Basin 40 

Settlement Study which is a very major project that was carried out in 

2008 and 2009 by the Christchurch City Council and the study actually 

grew out of a very longstanding calls in the community for a 

comprehensive strategic plan for Akaroa, particularly to look at things 

like the traffic and parking and perhaps the acquisition of public land 45 
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for various strategic purposes. And this study flowed into a range of 

other reports including an Akaroa Spaces and Places Plan.   

 

 So how to provide for parking for Akaroa’s many visitors is a very 

longstanding issue for us in Akaroa and I was just going to read you 5 

quickly from the Settlement Study, it’s issues that are identified also in 

the places and spaces plan.   

 

 It says for parking in Akaroa “The historic character and narrow streets 

of Akaroa create difficulties in providing both on and off street parking 10 

in the town centre during peak periods.  This creates risks to pedestrian 

safety, adversely impacts on the visual amenity or ambience of the 

town centre and may be exacerbated over time with long term projected 

increases in visitor numbers.”  

 15 

 And parking associated with residential activity it says of insufficient 

space is available on site for car and boat parking associated with 

residential activity vehicle owners are likely to use the road reserve 

which may give rise to accidents and congestion.   

 20 

 And the Akaroa Spaces and Places Plan refers to the ways in which the 

geography and the historic character of the town limit the ability to 

widen roads and improve junctions, and also conversely, high traffic 

volumes and congestion have a negative impact on the amenity of the 

town.  It also says a large number of visitors travelling to Akaroa by car 25 

create vehicle and pedestrian congestion, reducing amenity. Demand 

for parking fluctuates throughout the year with strong demand for 

parking primarily during the summer peak visitor season. Fine and 

sunny weather brings high visitor numbers making it difficult and 

uneconomic to predict and plan for extra parking supply and public 30 

transport services. Fine weather also attracts boat users, increasing 

demand for road capacity and reducing the number of available parks.  

And that the topography and relative isolation of Akaroa mean there is 

a strong reliance on the private motor car for visitors and residents 

travelling to and from Akaroa and there are considerable barriers to 35 

providing a scheduled public transport service. 

 

 So given the scope of this study and also the many other studies that 

have been carried out, we are actually concerned that the Council’s 

section 72 reports don’t refer to this work or to Akaroa’s particular 40 

issues in fact. The residential parking requirements appear to be based 

on census figures from 2013 which show that car ownership is similar, 

in fact it say slightly less, to that in Christchurch.  We think this ignores 

several other important matters. The census figures are for occupied 

dwellings only, and more than 60 percent of Akaroa’s dwellings are 45 

holiday homes.  
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 There are no figures for the parking demands created by these 

residences.  So while for much of the year the demand will be very low, 

however they do create very high demand at peak times which of 

course coincides with the high visitor numbers coming into Akaroa or 5 

cruise ships, whatever, with high occupancy at peak times with 

extended family and friends and boat trailers et cetera. 

 

  [12.25 pm] 

 10 

 The second point is in Akaroa the ability to manage spill over, roadside 

parking is very limited. Our streets are narrow so without any footpaths 

or verges, and also unlike the city there is no routine enforcement.  If 

there are major traffic problems someone has to be called from 

Christchurch to come and issue tickets.  So what I’m saying is putting 15 

for instance time limits on parking spaces might be all very well but 

then that requires enforcement to be useful. 

 

 We are also concerned that the costs to landowners of providing two 

parking spaces are not substantial. Site sizes are relatively large and 20 

there is little demand for intensive residential units so we are not 

looking at the higher density development that is being encouraged in 

Christchurch, so not providing for the reasonable expected parking 

needs really just means that the cost will be externalised in Akaroa.   

 25 

 Also discouraging the use of private cars so as to encourage the use of 

public transport, yes, I certainly support that in Christchurch, as a 

cyclist in Christchurch. However in Akaroa there are no public 

transport options and there are unlikely really to be anything useful 

certainly in the foreseeable future for Akaroa.  30 

 

 So I guess for the Civic Trust, parking is a particular issue in the town 

centre in the residential conservation zones and I have already been 

before you to talk about our concern with those areas and the need for 

the historic character and the values of that area to be fully considered.  35 

So the parking provisions for these areas at least we would like to see 

considered in light of all the issues for Akaroa that are still going to be 

coming up in stage 3.  That is all I need to say to you. 

 

SJH:   Thank you, Ms Huria? 40 

 

MS HURIA:   Yes, good afternoon Ms Cook.  Have you met with the Council 

about this submission before this process? 

 

MS COOK:  Yes, I did meet with David Falconer to discuss our concerns and 45 

as we see from his evidence it’s simply really that there’s no need to 
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provide any greater number of car parking for residential use in Akaroa 

because of those census figures. 

 

MS HURIA:   The census figures? 

 5 

MS COOK:   Yes. 

 

MS HURIA:  My second question is around paragraph 19 where you talk about 

the benefits of providing a minimum of two car parking spaces 

outweigh any costs to property owners.  In perhaps an explanation are 10 

you actually referring to the cost to property owners versus a perceived 

public good benefit? 

 

MS COOK:  You mean the balancing of the two?  Yes, that’s really what we’re 

saying is that if residential parking is not contained at least you know to 15 

a reasonable degree, then the property then, there are costs to the public 

- - - 

 

MS HURIA:  Okay, thank you. 

 20 

MS COOK:  - - - in terms of traffic congestion, and as I think I’ve said to you 

before, the Akaroa Town Centre Zone is a mixed use zone, it’s about 

50 percent residential dwellings. 

 

MS HURIA:   Thank you, thank you sir. 25 

 

SJH:   Thank you.  Dr Mitchell? 

 

DR MITCHELL:  Thank you, sir.  Good afternoon, Ms Cook.  As I understand 

your evidence, this is a seasonal problem rather than a perennial 30 

problem. 

 

MS COOK:   Yes, yes. 

 

DR MITCHELL:  And what I wanted to understand was two things.  To what 35 

extent is there public parking available in the town in addition to the – I 

mean I know there are some parallel parks in front of the sort of 

restaurant strip downtown – but are there any public carparks currently 

in Akaroa? 

 40 

MS COOK:  There is a small public carpark next to the Gaiety Theatre so if 

you’re familiar with Akaroa - - - 

 

DR MITCHELL:   Generally. 

 45 
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MS COOK:   - - - the town centre’s really in two nodes – the wharf end and 

then the other end with the supermarket and bank et cetera. 

 

 So the public parking at the restaurant end of town, the wharf end of 

town, is very, very limited and there is only the car parking next to the 5 

Gaiety Hall which probably will cater for about 30 vehicles maybe and, 

I mean all along the street through there are all yellow lines on at least 

one side. 

 

  [12.30 pm] 10 

 

DR MITCHELL:   Okay, is there any potential do you think to increase public 

car parking in the town? 

 

MS COOK:  There’s been quite a lot of work done to seal the, what we call 15 

“Wet ground parking” down by the boat where you come into Akaroa 

at that end of town - - -  

 

DR MITCHELL:   Yes. 

 20 

MS COOK:   - - - and because that’s quite some way to the rest of the town. 

The Council bought a large site at the northern end of the town, is 

known locally as the “BP Meat site” some years ago, and that was with 

the idea of providing for parking at least in the short term, they then 

found that the District Plan didn’t provide for pubic car parking and 25 

they’d need a resource consent as a non-complying activity, I think it 

was, and they kind of shelved all that, so that’s not being used and I 

think the Council’s looking at what they do with that land - - -  

 

DR MITCHELL:   Right. 30 

 

MS COOK:   - - - at the moment and wanting to dispose of it I think. 

 

DR MITCHELL:  Thank you, and just finally, you focused on the residential 

activities creating parking demand, but in that high season when the 35 

problem is at its worst, wouldn’t there be a reasonable percentage of 

that parking being generated by the day trippers coming in and out 

from Christchurch for the day for lunch or - - -  

 

MS COOK:   Well, yes, and that’s what we want to provide for, we don’t want 40 

people coming to Akaroa to - spend their money and have a good time 

in Akaroa and say, “I’m not going there again, it was so congested, we 

couldn’t find somewhere to park.” I think that, it’s at  those very same 

times when there is very high demand created by the residents 

themselves of due to the very high occupancy of those holiday homes. 45 
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DR MITCHELL: But wouldn’t the – I mean my understanding would be 

though, that it would be very hard to retrospectively require the existing 

properties to provide two onsite car parks, it would only be for new 

developments - - -  

 5 

MS COOK:   Yes. 

 

DR MITCHELL: - - - so what I’m trying to really understand is, at a practical 

level, if there’s a problem already and the visitor numbers are going to 

increase, on a day tripper type basis and there’s only relatively limited 10 

scope for residential growth in the town as I understand it, if that’s the 

case, having a rule that says you need to put two car parks in with a 

new development, I’m just wondering how much of the problem that’s 

actually going to solve. 

 15 

MS COOK:   There are provisions in the town centre Akaroa for residential use 

on the first floor level throughout the town centre zone, and there have 

been some recent developments that have certainly they’ve wanted to 

do is create dwellings above the businesses. 

 20 

DR MITCHELL:   Okay. 

 

MS COOK:   So that does happen there, and there’s also – from time to time 

sites within the centre zone and residential conservation zone get - - -  

 25 

DR MITCHELL:   All right, thank you. 

 

MS COOK:   - - - redeveloped. 

 

DR MITCHELL:   All right, thank you. 30 

 

MS COOK:  Well our family has done it in residential conservation zone in 

recent years. 

 

DR MITCHELL:   All right, thank you very much. 35 

 

SJH:   Mr Illingsworth? 

 

MR ILLINGSWORTH:   No questions, sir. 

 40 

MS HURIA:   May I ask another question, sir? 

 

SJH:   Yes. 

 

MS HURIA:   Just following on another question thanks, after Dr Mitchell’s 45 

questions, so with regard to residents, holidaymakers being there, 
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creating demand at peak times, the businesses and the restaurants are 

benefiting from that so is this not putting undue pressure on the 

householders, the residents rather than the businesses that arguably are 

benefiting from the day trippers and the holidaymakers? 

 5 

MS COOK:  Well I don’t believe it is because of the site size requirements in 

Akaroa. I mean we’re not trying to encourage medium or high density 

development like in the city, so the land is there, and I certainly take 

the point that within the historic character parts of Akaroa, the aim is 

actually to not to redevelop those sites, but to actually preserve the old 10 

buildings and in some cases they’re built right up to the street and they 

have absolutely no access for people. 

 

MS HURIA:   Okay, thank you. 

 15 

SJH:   Just following on from that, it’s not the people with holiday homes that 

are going to benefit from day trippers and overnight visitors, it’s the 

businesses isn’t it? 

 

MS COOK:   Well, yes, but we also – we actually all benefit in Akaroa because 20 

if you think about other rural towns and what they’ve lost in recent 

years in terms of the services they have, Akaroa’s attractive to residents 

as well because it has those bars and cafes and a cinema and boutique 

shops and we still have a bank and a post office and a supermarket that 

you won’t find in a lot of other rural small New Zealand towns, they’ve 25 

lost all those services, and it’s actually – the visitors and tourism that 

provide the critical mass that’s kept those services going in town. 

 

 I mean if Akaroa was still a farming and fishing village, I don’t think 

we’d have very much there. 30 

 

SJH:   It’s one of those dichotomies with tourist town though, you get it in 

Queenstown, you get in Wanaka, but you want the tourist dollar, but 

then residents object to development, isn’t it? 

 35 

MS COOK:   Well we try and strike a balance. 

 

SJH:   You get it in every tourist town. 

 

MS COOK:   Yes, we try and strike a balance in Akaroa - - -  40 

 

SJH:   Yes, okay. 

 

MS COOK:   - - - and I think we do a good job of it, we’re certainly not against 

development, we just want it to be within the buildings that are already 45 

there as much as possible, and that’s what is happening. 
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SJH:   Just going back to Dr Mitchell’s question though, there is very little new 

development in the town centre area that you’re particularly concerned 

about is there? 

 5 

MS COOK:   Well it – I mean it’s not a big area, it’s not developments are few 

and far between, I think that the probably economic conditions in the 

last decade has meant we haven’t seen very much, but certainly in the - 

- -  

 10 

SJH:   Well really it gets back to the point - - -  

 

MS COOK:   - - - in the 1990s. 

 

SJH:   - - - that most new development is not going because it’s not in the town 15 

centre is it we have parking in the town centre is it? 

 

MS COOK:   Well the new developments that have occurred in the town centre 

were residential units, that was in the early 90s. 

 20 

SJH:   We’re looking into the future. 

 

MS COOK:   Yes, that caused a lot of controversy and I think that - - -  

 

SJH:   I’m looking into the future. 25 

 

MS COOK:   - - - that can happen again. 

 

SJH:   All right. 

 30 

MS COOK:   Yes, that’s really what we’re mainly concerned about is the - - -  

 

SJH:   But because of the site size and that you have already said yourself, it’s 

limited. 

 35 

MS COOK:   Yes, it is – well we want to keep it that way, yes. 

 

SJH:   And any new development outside the town centre area is not going – 

the rule is not going to help parking congestion in the centre, is it? 

 40 

MS COOK:  Well the parking extends well into the residential zone at peak 

times. 

 

SJH:   All right, well you want to keep avoiding the question that’s fine, but 

that’s your choice. 45 
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MS COOK:   Sorry. 

 

SJH:   How bad is it at peak season? 

 

MS COOK:  It’s really bad. 5 

 

SJH:   So should we then be looking at perhaps restricting the number of 

tourists and visitors to Akaroa and what would the Akaroa residents, 

particularly the ones with businesses response to you, if you say “yes?” 

 10 

MS COOK:   Well there’s certainly some discussion about hoping to get some 

of the cruise ships going back to Lyttelton and reducing some of the 

impacts on that, that of course doesn’t greatly affect the parking, except 

we have no Weka buses to go, that is a real problem for those. 

 15 

SJH:   Well again you - - -  

 

MS COOK:   No, we don’t want to limit - - -  

 

SJH:   You don’t want - - -  20 

 

MS COOK:   - - - tourists. 

 

SJH:   - - - restrictions? 

 25 

MS COOK:   I don’t think we can, we try and cater for them as best we can but 

without - - -  

 

SJH:   Because you want their - - -  

 30 

MS COOK:   - - - killing the goose. 

 

SJH:   Because you want their dollar. 

 

MS COOK:   The businesses do, yes. 35 

 

SJH:   And according to you that’s to the benefit of the residences as well? 

 

MS COOK:   Yes, it is, yes. 

 40 

SJH:   Okay. Just a decision you request at page 6 of your evidence, is the 

Akaroa Harbour basin a clearly defined area on a map if we did want to 

– or if we accepted your submission? 

 

MS COOK:   Yes, I think in terms of the - - -  45 
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SJH:   I mean does everybody know what is meant by the “Akaroa Harbour 

basin?” 

 

MS COOK:   I print out a map from – this was from the section 32 report, 

appendix 25 - - -  5 

 

SJH:   Yes. 

 

MS COOK:  - - - the Banks Peninsula population projections, that included this 

map – you can have it if you want – it refers to – so I guess these are 10 

that – these are the area units, so you have Akaroa town area unit and 

then the Akaroa Harbour, Peninsula Bays area unit, so there is a map 

there, if that’s useful. 

 

SJH:   Does that refer to Akaroa Harbour basin? 15 

 

MS COOK:   It seems this list refer to Akaroa Harbour. 

 

  [12.40 pm] 

 20 

SJH:   I’m sorry; the what list?  You understand that we need to be precise as 

possible in this Plan and if we accede to your submission, what does 

Akaroa Harbour Basin mean?  What is the ground area it covers, is that 

clearly defined somewhere that we can refer to. 

 25 

MS COOK: In these area unit profiles from the census information we have 

Akaroa as a heading and Akaroa Harbour.  So I’m presuming - - - 

 

SJH:   Have you got a plan you can show me with Akaroa Harbour Basin - - - 

 30 

MS COOK:   Yes, I can give you that. 

 

SJH: - - - as you’ve used in your request for what change you want available to 

us so it is a specifically precise area - - - 

 35 

MS COOK:   This one here, yes. 

 

SJH:   - - - that can be marked on a map.  Well can we just have a look at that 

please. 

 40 

MS COOK:   I can get  it. 

 

SJH:   I’m sorry, I’m lost, I don’t see any reference there to Akaroa Harbour 

Basin.  Are you meaning then, to refer to Akaroa Harbour? 

 45 

MS COOK:   Akaroa Harbour, yes. 
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SJH:   So the whole of this area, you want that rule to apply to?  Okay.  So we 

delete “basin” and just leave Akaroa Harbour?  Okay, thank you.  

Thank you, you may stand down. 

 5 

<THE WITNESS WITHDREW [12.40 pm] 

 

SJH:   No, it’s already before us in the section 32, so.   

 

DR MITCHELL:   Ms Cook, do you want that back, we do have a copy. 10 

 

SJH:   We have a copy of that. 

 

DR MITCHELL:   We already have it so you’d better keep it for your records.  

We’ve got enough paper. 15 

 

SJH:   Now, Ms McIndoe, you’re down to cross examine the next witness, is 

that correct? 

 

MS MCINDOE:  The Crown has lodged notice that it wishes to cross examine.  20 

It’s not a point the Transport Agency is interested in. 

 

SJH:   So Ms White? 

 

MS MCINDOE:   Ms White is - - - 25 

 

SJH:   Okay, all right. 

 

MS MCINDOE:   - - - to do the cross examination. 

 30 

SJH:   So Ms Dumont. You have filed evidence here so, and there’s an 

application to cross examine you on it, so you’ll need to go into the 

witness box and we’ll just have you affirm that evidence but before we 

do that I’ll just ex-.  Go in the witness box and be sworn first, or is it 

affirmed.  I’ll just explain something to you which seems to not have 35 

got through. 
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<CHRISTINA TERRA DUMONT, affirmed [12.42 pm] 
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SJH:   Now your full name is? 

 

MS DUMONT:   Christina Terra Dumont. 

 

SJH:   And you’ve filed evidence in submissions dated 10 June last? 5 

 

MS DUMONT:   Yes, sir. 

 

SJH:   And it’s joint evidence with Mr Muir? 

 10 

MS DUMONT:   Yes. 

 

SJH:   But you confirm that it’s all your evidence? 

 

MS DUMONT:   Yes, sir. 15 

 

SJH:   And do you have any corrections to it? 

 

MS DUMONT:   No, sir. 

 20 

SJH:   And it’s true and correct to the best of your knowledge and ability? 

 

MS DUMONT:   Yes, sir.  

 

SJH:   Before we come to your summary, there was an application that listed a 25 

great number of academic articles seeking that we treat that and admit 

it as evidence. 

 

MS DUMONT:   Yes. 

 30 

SJH:   You understand why it can’t be evidence? 

 

MS DUMONT:  Yes I do know, sir. 

 

SJH:   Yes.  Well we’ll certainly take it on board but the authors are not here, 35 

there is no right for anyone to challenge their views on things so that’s 

why we can’t treat it as sworn evidence. 

 

MS DUMONT:   Yes, I understand that. 

 40 

SJH:   Okay, well if you’d give us your summary and then we’ll come to 

questions, thank you. 

 

MS DUMONT:  Thank you very much. Hello, I’m Terra Dumont and I’m 

representing Generation Zero, some members which are here.  It’s both 45 

Canterbury and myself as well as 17 individuals, 16 of which signed 
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the generic Generation Zero submission. These people are a 

representation of 184 individuals who signed the submission that was 

available on the Do-Gooder online campaign platform. 

 

 We all envision a Christchurch where active and public transport is 5 

safe, efficient, enjoyable and generally preferable to private vehicle 

use.   

 

 I wish to speak to four main points.  Firstly, I wish to argue that the 

points listed out of scope by Mr Falconer are in fact within scope.  10 

Secondly, I wish to respond to Mr Falconer’s and Ms Ward’s rebuttal 

on covered cycle parking. Thirdly, I would like to respond to Ms 

Ward’s rebuttal in regards to shower facilities, and lastly, I would like 

to speak on why lockers should be reinstated into the Plan. 

 15 

  [12.45 pm] 

 

 We wish to make the argument that the points that were considered out 

of scope by Mr Falconer are in fact within scope. The points in 

question are requested amendments to policy 7.1.1.6 and 7.1.1.8.  They 20 

were considered out of scope due to no representative of the submitters 

attending mediation on these points.  We argued these points within the 

scope of this hearing because they were within the scope of the initial 

Generation Zero submission and attending mediation was not a 

requirement to be heard. 25 

 

 To outline specifically where in the initial Generation Zero statement 

these points were made we would like to direct you to paragraphs 51, 

53 and 56. Therefore we request the addition of the point, “ensuring 

activities provide adequate safe and convenient walkways to bus stops 30 

and footpaths” into policy 7.1.1.6, and that policy 7.1.1.8 is amended to 

include carbon emissions.   

 

 We understand that the Crown wishes to create a concise policy and we 

support this and that will make the document clear to follow by 35 

developers. Regardless, we consider these two short amendments are 

crucial additions to otherwise excellent policy. They will ensure safe 

and convenient access to all activities that exist for pedestrians and that 

carbon emissions are taken into account when developing transport 

infrastructure. 40 

 

 In regard to Mr Falconer’s and Ms Ward’s rebuttal on covered cycle 

parking at schools we understand that schools are designated.  

Regardless, we disagree this makes schools exempt from the rule 

because as stated in part 171 of the RMA, designations must pay 45 

particular regard to a District Plan. Therefore, for a school not to follow 
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any rule in the District Plan, they must apply a reason for them to be 

exempt from this rule.  As such, we do not think this is an acceptable 

reason for all schools to become exempt from this rule.  For schools 

this is a good reason why they cannot have covered cycle parking, they 

already have the ability to ask for an exemption.  For those that do not, 5 

covered cycle parking could be created for students, incentivising 

young people to choose this transport mode. 

 

 In regard to Ms Ward’s argument of cost, yes, cycle parking will be 

expensive, but put in perspective, it is unlikely to be a large percentage 10 

of the cost of building a new school.  In addition, funding is less of an 

issue for private schools, for which the rule will always be applicable 

as they are not designated. 

 

 In regard to Ms Ward’s rebuttal, that it is “unlikely that the provision of 15 

covered cycle parking will influence the decision of the child or the 

parent to allow them to cycle school,” I suggest this as most schools do 

not currently have covered cycle parking and I am not aware of any 

school-based preference surveys that included any questions regarding 

end of trip facilities.  The focus tends to be on the safety of the route to 20 

school. 

 

 We disagree with this statement in three ways. Firstly, a lack of 

appropriate research is not an argument for lack of association. It 

simply highlights a gap in the research that needs to be filled. In 25 

addition, there has been research on this exact question.  In London the 

Mayor implemented a programme that installed cycle parking at 

schools, the majority of it covered.  As you can see in the evidence, this 

covered cycle parking led to a 19 percent increase in the number of 

students that cycled to school. 30 

 

 In addition, our survey showed that 84 percent of respondents believed 

that covered cycle parking at their destination would make them more 

likely to cycle. Though the ages of the people replying to the survey 

were not recorded, it is likely to be mostly adults.  We can assume that 35 

children, and their parents that often pay for the bike and its 

maintenance, would also prefer to have covered cycle parking. 

 

 Secondly, we believe that covered cycle parking will make children 

more likely to cycle to school as has been demonstrated in London.  40 

Covered cycle parking extends the lifetime of a bike and makes cycling 

a more enjoyable transport choice. Being exposed to the elements 

substantially shortens the life of a bike.  Bikes are fairly expensive, and 

as for lower income families this could be a barrier to cycling.  In 

addition, riding a wet bike is uncomfortable. This is especially 45 

problematic in the common event of a student going someplace after 
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school before returning home. This can be a significant reason not to 

cycle because it will mean that if their trousers or skirt become wet, in 

addition to being uncomfortable this can also be embarrassing. 

 

 Thirdly, the current lack of covered cycle parking is not an acceptable 5 

reason not to cover cycle parking in the future.  To use this argument 

shows a lack of commitment to improving the use of cycling as a mode 

of transport for children. 

 

  [12.50 pm] 10 

 

 It is imperative that to make cycling easy and enjoyable for students, as 

this increases health, decreases carbon emissions, and ingrains future 

transport and activity habits. 

 15 

 We support the requirement for showers at end of trip locations for 

staff and students. We feel the minimum number of showers is 

unacceptably low.  As high levels of physical presentation and personal 

hygiene are very important for many employers and students, the lack 

of showers at end of trip locations can be a barrier to these individuals 20 

ability to commute by active transport. 

 

 This statement is well supported by the results of our survey as well as 

by peer review of our evidence.  In addition, empirical evidence shows 

a strong positive correlation between the presence of showers at 25 

workplaces and cycle commuting which has been outlined in our 

evidence.   

 

 We disagree with Ms Ward’s statement that increasing the shower 

requirement, as per the submitter’s suggestion, will result in 30 

excessively high minimum supply. As the Plan is currently, any activity 

requires around 80 employees before there is a requirement to have a 

shower.   

 

 We consider this unacceptably low because many activities have fewer 35 

than 80 staff and therefore these activities will not have any showering 

facilities. We understand that this number is dependent on the density 

of staff to the amount of floor area.  Regardless, even if the number of 

staff is half this estimate, it is still a very high threshold. 

 40 

 In addition, one shower for every 10 cycle parks will create a long 

waiting time for a shower upon arrival at the destination.  If each 

cyclist spends 10 minutes in a shower, there is a full hour of potential 

waiting time.  This is unacceptable because it means that for those who 

choose an active means of transport will be required to arrive at their 45 

destination significantly sooner that those who do not.  This can make 
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using active transport substantially less time efficient than driving, 

reducing the incentive to use active transport. 

 

 We wish to note the cycling is not the only means of active transport, 

and that people who use other forms of active transport may also wish 5 

to shower.  Therefore, it is important to keep in mind the basic number 

of shower users around the number of cyclists will underestimate the 

number of people that would use a shower.   

 

 If it is not feasible to link building code requirements to District Plan 10 

requirements, as stated in Ms Ward’s rebuttal, we suggest the number 

of showers per required staff/student cycle parks has increased 

significantly.  

  

 We request amending the existing shower requirement to: One shower 15 

for every one to five required cycle parks, and one additional shower 

for every required cycle park thereafter.   

 

 Under this rule every person and activity with around eight or more 

employees or students will have the opportunities active transport to 20 

commute to work or study.  In addition, the waiting time for a shower 

will be halved.  

 

 We understand that one of the main reasons for the requirements for 

lockers to be removed from the Plan was because it was believed there 25 

was a lack of desire for lockers by staff and students using active 

transport.   

 

 From both the review of the literature and our survey results this was 

found not to be the case.  In our study 75 percent of respondents said 30 

that having lockers at their work or study location would make them 

more likely to use active and public transport.  This desire for lockers 

has been found worldwide.  In addition, the lockers have been shown to 

increase the number of cycle commuters.   

 35 

 Due to the strong demand for lockers, we request that the requirements 

for lockers are reinstated into the Plan.  We recognise that the other 

reasons lockers were removed from the Plan is that they are piece of 

furniture rather than part of the building.  We do not consider this a 

good argument for the removal of the rule, because there are other rules 40 

in the Plan that covered items that can also be easily retrofitted, such as 

the wattage of lighting. 

 

 In addition, it is difficult to retrofit lockers if space has not been 

allocated for them when the building was created.  Though we applaud 45 

the number of lockers requested in the original Plan, we understand this 
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might be unrealistically high, especially for activities such as 

universities that have 100s of cycle parks.  As such, a tier system may 

be more functional. 

 

 In conclusion, we are impressed by the Transport tracker, as it strives to 5 

increase the use of active and public transport in Christchurch.  We 

believe that our suggested amendments will further encourage the use 

of these transport modes.  

 

 Christchurch is a unique situation where it has the opportunity to 10 

rebuild the south as a people-centric low carbon city.  We fully support 

this. 

 

SJH:   Thank you, Ms Dumont.  Yes, Ms White. 

 15 

<CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MS WHITE [12.54 pm] 

 

MS WHITE:   Good afternoon.  As you have just highlighted, you are seeking 

with regard to cycle parking facilities - - - 

 20 

MS DUMONT:   Yes. 

 

MS WHITE: - - - first schools to be required to provide cycle parking for 

students? 

 25 

MS DUMONT:   Yes, I am.   

 

MS WHITE:   And lockers to be required for every staff/student cycle park? 

 

MS DUMONT:  Yes, I am.  Though, as I said that could be moved into a tiered 30 

system for areas with a lot of cycle parking available. 

 

  [12.55 pm] 

 

MS WHITE:   And an increase to the number of showers required. 35 

 

MS DUMONT:   Yes, that’s correct.   

 

MS WHITE:  So what you are proposing is more prescriptive than the 

provisions for cycle parking facilities as now agreed between the 40 

Council and the Crown? 

 

MS DUMONT:   Yes, that is correct.   

 

MS WHITE: And it imposes a greater number of controls on new 45 

development? 
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MS DUMONT:   Yes, it does.  

 

MS WHITE:   And it reduces the ability of a developer or a school to choose 

what’s appropriate for its own location. 5 

 

MS DUMONT:   It does to a certain extent, but I would say that this Plan is to 

create a blueprint that helps developers create a city that Cantabrians 

have decided is what they want in their rebuild as opposed to with a 

whim of any specific developer. 10 

 

MS WHITE:   Now I would just like to turn to your survey if we may. 

 

MS DUMONT:  Yes. 

 15 

MS WHITE:   You did not ask about cycle parking at schools, did you? 

 

MS DUMONT:   No, I did not.   

 

MS WHITE:   And were there any costings done of the particular proposals 20 

that you had in your questionnaire? 

 

MS DUMONT:   No, there is not. 

 

MS WHITE:   No, further questions. 25 

 

SJH:   Thank you.  Ms Huria? 

 

MS HURIA:   No, thank you, sir. 

 30 

SJH:   Dr Mitchell? 

 

DR MITCHELL:  I have just got one question, and it is really a follow on from 

Ms White’s one in having a look at the survey.  If you are uncharitable 

about the survey you would say it’s just a statement of people’s 35 

preference – “if you had the opportunity to be able to cycle more would 

you prefer that?”  Yes, it is a bit of a no-brainer almost.  “If there were 

more bus services would you be more likely to take the bus and would 

that be beneficial?” and people have said yes to that as well.  Again, 

which is understandable. 40 

 

 But if those people were asked about some sort of user pays system for 

the sorts of facilities that you are talking about, eg you have to buy a 

key for the locker that you are proposing to use. Isn’t there a reasonable 

prospect that that may have changed people’s perspective on what they 45 

consider to be appropriate or not appropriate? 
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MS DUMONT:  You are right, it may do, and cost will always come into 

analysis of transport choices with people.  For some places I would say 

that comfortable active transport is still a lot less expensive for the user 

than using a vehicle. 5 

 

 Also it has been looked in some other studies, people are – I am trying 

to think of the exact study, but they were thinking that, yes, they 

probably will be willing to pay, but they feel that is inappropriate 

because their transport choice is one that reduces the cost on the rest of 10 

the community because increasing health is reducing emissions and 

thus it should be something that developers or the Council, the 

government puts in place for them so that they have the opportunity to 

reduce larger overall costs.   

 15 

 Research has been done about people that use active transport modes 

compared to non-active transport modes, the decreased costs on the 

health system is substantial, and that those sort of costs I feel should be 

figured into supporting people using active transport means in addition 

to the costs of carbon emissions and other toxins from vehicles that 20 

cause lung problems and cancers. 

 

DR MITCHELL: You have sort of fingered three people that might pay for 

some of these things – the government, the Council and the developers.   

 25 

MS DUMONT:   Yes. 

 

DR MITCHELL:  Where should that balance sit?  I mean your evidence as it is 

presented doesn’t mention the government or the Council as I read it, 

it’s basically saying if you want to build a shopping mall or an office 30 

block you should do these things.  Do you think it is realistic to load all 

that costs on private developers and that the other agencies that you 

mentioned shouldn’t be coming to the party in that respect as well? 

 

MS DUMONT: I think this is definitely a big question that needs to be 35 

answered about whether or not is something that should be incentivised 

through the government.  I mean that is one – it just seems to be out of 

the scope of this Plan that is why I didn’t specifically add it.  But if it is 

within the scope of this Plan then I would say that is something that 

should be considered. 40 

 

 As it is, I feel a lot of these things that we are asking for are very small 

costs in the big picture of how much creating a new development does 

cost.  Lockers and showering facilities within existing unisex toilets for 

example are of much less cost than even paying for car parking space.   45 
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 And when it comes to the schools, especially for low decile schools, 

covered cycle parking, I feel that is something where central 

government or the local government are not quite sure who is 

responsible for these sort of matters would be able to potentially 

support a school in creating covered cycle parking especially as those 5 

are the communities where children may not be able to – and their 

parents may not be able to afford to drive them to school or even pay 

for buses and cycling thus becomes a cheap and efficient method for 

those children to use so they can get to school. 

 10 

  [1.00 pm] 

 

DR MITCHELL:   Al right, thank you, sir. 

 

SJH:   Mr Illingsworth? 15 

 

MR ILLINGSWORTH:   Yes, sir.  Good afternoon, Ms Dumont. 

 

MS DUMONT:   Good afternoon. 

 20 

MR ILLINGSWORTH:   Do you have any data on what percentage of cycle 

parking exists in schools?  

 

MS DUMONT:   Sorry, I do not have that on me. 

 25 

MR ILLINGSWORTH:  Is there any rules that you know of when constructing 

a new school around cycle parking? 

 

MS DUMONT:   Sorry, I do not know. 

 30 

MR ILLINGSWORTH:   And do you have any information on the percentage 

of students at, say for instance high schools, use a cycle now? 

 

MS DUMONT:   No, sorry, I do not have that information, I am sorry, I do not 

have that on me. 35 

 

MR ILLINGSWORTH:   Okay, thank you. 

 

SJH:   Just following on from that, have you got a figure for the number of 

primary and secondary school students that live within a reasonable 40 

walking distance of their school, what percentage of the total numbers? 

 

MS DUMONT:   Sorry, sir, I do not have that information. 

 

SJH:   Just so I understand the scale of what you are suggesting, because you 45 

suggest the Council don’t go far enough, if we took a secondary school 
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with, say, 600 pupils and a staff, I don’t know, what would that 

support, 80 to 100, how many covered cycle parks would your proposal 

lead to? 

 

MS DUMONT:   Well if we used the same figures as have been used for cycle 5 

parks already in the plan - - - 

 

SJH:   No, I was more concerned with what Generation Zero’s position in it.  

How many would you, in a perfect world and you had a blank sheet of 

paper, how many cycle parks would you provide for?  So say 700 10 

people all up. 

 

MS DUMONT:   I would suspect around a third of that but I would actually 

need to sit down and do a bit more research before I could come to a 

conclusive - - - 15 

 

SJH:   So overall would it be your position that your aim would be to have at 

least a third of the population involved in active transport? 

 

MS DUMONT:  Yes. I would think to be more than that because there are also 20 

people that would still choose to walk. 

 

SJH:   And if it is a third, so we get 220, say, covered carparks, how many 

showers would your proposal then call for? 

 25 

MS DUMONT:   Sorry, how many? 

 

SJH:   Showers.  Because you had a figure before of how many – the showers 

provided in the Council notified and changed position as it’s changed 

on the way through, you said it is not enough. 30 

 

MS DUMONT:   Yes. 

 

SJH:   And you wanted a higher ratio per covered cycle park. 

 35 

MS DUMONT:   Yes. 

 

SJH:   So if you had 220 covered, how many showers would - - - 

 

MS DUMONT:   That is one per every five.  40. 40 

 

SJH:   40 to 45. 

 

MS DUMONT:   Yes. 

 45 
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SJH:   Okay, thank you.  Just one other query around the survey you did – that 

was an online survey? 

 

MS DUMONT:   Yes, sir. 

 5 

SJH:   And you said it did not identify the age of people? 

 

MS DUMONT:   Correct. 

 

SJH:   What did it identify about the respondents to your survey? 10 

 

MS DUMONT:   I only identified whether or not they were a member of 

Generation Zero or Spokes.  Other than that I collected no personal 

information. 

 15 

SJH:   Including where they lived? 

 

MS DUMONT:   Correct. 

 

SJH:   So they could have been from outside of Christchurch? 20 

 

MS DUMONT:  I specifically asked for it only to be Cantabrians in the 

introduction to the survey but it is possible that non-Cantabrians filled 

it out. 

 25 

SJH:   But we are concerned here with the area of authority for Christchurch 

City. 

 

MS DUMONT:   Yes, I realise that. 

 30 

SJH:   So some of these could have been Selwyn or Waimak, for example? 

 

MS DUMONT:   There is a potential of that, yes. 

 

SJH:   Okay.  I just want to go back to something you said when you were 35 

answering Dr Mitchell and Mrs White, that really imposing this on 

developers for new developers will lead to the kind of city Cantabrians 

want, is that what you said, does that fairly summarise what you said? 

 

MS DUMONT:   Yes, that does. 40 
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  [1.05 pm] 

 

SJH:   And what is your basis for saying that? The 187 respondents or 

something else? 

 5 

MS DUMONT:  This comes from both that and of the work that the 

Christchurch City Council did in the Long Term Plan, when they asked 

a much larger portion of Christchurch what their view of a future 

Christchurch would be and there was a very large support within 

Christchurch for an active and public transport friendly city. 10 

 

SJH:   And I take on board what you say about the health benefits of active 

transport but would it be a fair comment and it’s a lay comment, that 

the people who cycle to work are more likely to be people who are 

going to undertake regular exercise and suchlike anyway? 15 

 

MS DUMONT:  That is possible. There has been some research which has 

shown that it’s not necessarily the case though, that some people who 

are not regularly active decide that this is one way to increase activity 

in their lives because they otherwise find it very difficult to fit in 20 

physical activity in their busy schedules and that their transport time 

has become a very easy way for them to do so. 

 

SJH:   And you will be aware that Christchurch and New Zealand generally, 

but Christchurch particularly and more so than the rest of New Zealand, 25 

has a significantly aging population? 

 

MS DUMONT:   Yes, I do. 

 

SJH:   And that older people like me are less likely to bike to work than get the 30 

bus for example? 

 

MS DUMONT:   It is possible.  There’s also been some research that shows - - 

- 

 35 

SJH:   I can assure you it’s not just possible. 

 

MS DUMONT: - - - that shows that as people get elderly it’s actually a much 

more low impact form of physical activity and so they actually prefer to 

use it.  And also those who become unable to drive, it becomes a way 40 

that they can commute independently of public transport.  And because 

of that it actually can be a stage at life in which people start cycling. 

 

SJH:   You don’t have any figures around that though, do you or do you? 

 45 

MS DUMONT:  Yes, I do. 
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SJH:   I’ll be getting into trouble with Ms Dawson on the other Panel at the 

moment. 

 

MS DUMONT: The 2013 paper looking at the trends and changes in cycling. 5 

 

SJH:   And where is this based? 

 

MS DUMONT:   This study is based in England, it’s an English study.  Where 

was this stuff, the changing life stages, apologies it might take me a 10 

moment to find. 

 

SJH:   That’s all right. I wouldn’t worry too much. 

 

  [1.10 pm] 15 

MS DUMONT:   Okay. 

 

SJH:   Does it just demonstrate that there are significant or limited numbers of 

older people turning to biking? 

 20 

MS DUMONT:   Yes, they did find that when they – so it was a study that, I 

just remember I read it this morning or last night, and their study 

looked through different changes in people’s lives and where changes 

in transport behaviours related to whether or not they started or stopped 

cycling and where those changes occurred. 25 

 

 And they found there were like changes in moving to different schools, 

moving to different jobs, the birth of children and definitely retirement 

was one of those and there was definitely people that started cycling 

during that time.   30 

 

SJH:   Right, and this is a little broader than what we are doing here, but is 

there resistance to cycling due to safety concerns in New Zealand 

because you frequently get the comment from people who are lucky 

enough to travel that cyclists are more respected in Europe, for 35 

example, and certainly cycling on rural roads it can be pretty horrifying 

at times and I imagine around town it is even worse.  Do you think that 

is a factor that needs to be addressed still so outside of this plan to 

promote cycling? 

 40 

MS DUMONT:   Yes, I definitely think it does.  As a common commuter (ph 

1.37) commuter I definitely do get heckled by people biking and I have 

been overtaken (ph 1.40) in very dangerous locations, people being 

definitely aggressive to me while I am cycling.  This is a very common 

occurrence.  45 
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 I have never cycled in Europe so I can’t actually comment on how that 

experience differs but I would say this is something that does need to 

be considered and, yes, I am very happy to see how within the plan 

there is a lot more work in getting more protected cycleways and such 

things, and definitely working with driver behaviour I think is also a 5 

very important part of this. 

 

SJH:  And how would Generation Zero see the comparison between a 

dedicated safe cycleway, a separated cycleway, as opposed to a strip 

along the road such as Tuam Street at the moment which is a very busy 10 

street? 

 

MS DUMONT:   I think that both of these sort of cycleways definitely have 

their positives and their negatives and they cater to often slightly 

different cyclists as well.  It was really interesting reading through this 15 

research and the fact that people who were new to cycling are a little bit 

more timid cycling, they definitely prefer and definitely ask for 

completely separated cycle lanes.  While those who are quite active 

commuters and cycle a lot they are very happy to cycle on the roads 

because that can often be the faster and more efficient way to get to 20 

place to place.  So I think a combination of both sorts of cycleways is 

important in the development of a city. 

 

SJH:   And has your organisation given thought to promoting something like 

Portland where there are dedicated cycling streets which impose speed 25 

bumps and quite severe restrictions on motorists? 

 

MS DUMONT:   I personally think that would be fantastic and I do believe a 

lot of people from Spokes and Generation Zero agree with that as well. 

 30 

SJH:   Okay.  Look, just one final question, we have heard evidence that there 

is a very substantial sum of money that is going to be invested in 

promoting active transport and cycleways and that, with a split between 

public transport and cycling that very, very heavily favours cycling, 

what is your priority between cycling and public transport given the 35 

diverse nature of society? 

 

MS DUMONT:   I think they are both incredibly important.  I think it is very 

hard to say which one is more important to me because I think they also 

work together very well.  I often put my bicycle on the bus, I combine 40 

the two forms of transport.  Obviously public bus transport means you 

can go farther and is thus available for every segment of society 

regardless of their ability to bicycle. While cycling is also very 

important because it is much more independent, it can be a lot faster 

than public transport, and I think that both need to be balanced out in 45 

these decisions. 
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SJH:   And given the low population base in New Zealand that leads to 

virtually all public transport being heavily subsidised either by the 

taxpayer or the ratepayer. 

 5 

MS DUMONT:   Yes. 

 

SJH:   You see those as simply investments for the greater good? 

 

MS DUMONT:   I agree, I think it is an excellent investment and I would be 10 

happy to pay more taxes to have even better public active transport. 

 

SJH:   I let the Inland Revenue Department know. 

 

MS DUMONT:   Fantastic. 15 

 

SJH:   Thank you very much and I am sure we will see your organisation back 

in later chapters.  Just to check , Mrs White, anything arising from the 

Panel’s questions? 

 20 

MS WHITE:   No, sir. 

 

<THE WITNESS WITHDREW [1.15 pm] 

 

SJH:   Okay, thank you and we will adjourn until 10 am tomorrow morning.  25 

Thank you. 

 

MATTER ADJOURNED AT 1.15 PM UNTIL 

THURSDAY, 2 JULY 2015 


